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The bedrock of Thetis, Kuper, and seven adjacent islands and

islets of British Columbia's Gulf Islands consists of fourLate Cretaceous (Carnpanian) formations of the Nanaimo Group. The four, from

oldest to youngest, are the Cedar District, De Courcy, Northumberland, and Geoffrey Formations.

The formations vary greatly in thickness but a composite section
of maximum thicknesses totals approxirnaely 3, 000 feet.

These

sections present a record of continuous sedimentation which can be
subdivided into two cycles of deltaic progradaton.

The northwest-southeast outcrop pattern of the islands presents

a cross-sectional view of the northeasterly prograding Cedar
District/De Courcy delta. Thick prode].ta muds of the lower Cedar

District Formation are overlain by delta front platform turbidites of
the upper Cedar District Formatjon. Conformably overlying the

Cedar District Formation is the De Courcy Formation, which in the
northern part of the thesis area may be subdivided into lower arid

upper arkosic marine sands separated by a conglomeratic fluvial
interval.

Laterally, toward the southeast and away from the locus of

deposition, the fliivial interval wedges out and the formation thins
markedly. Paleocurrent data and mineralogy suggest that the secli.-

ments were derived from the pre-Cretaceous Island Intrusions and
Vancouver Group to the southwest and south on Vancouver Island.

A longitudinal view of the northwesterly prograditig Northurn-

berland/Geoffrey delta is presented by the outcrop pattern. The

vertical succession of prodelta muds, delta front platform turbidites,
delta front sheet sands, fluviat conglomerates, nd shallow marine

sands is the same as for the Cedar District/De Courcy cycle. The
second cycle differs from the first in that the fluvial interval is
present the entire length of the thesis area and the prodelta muds and
overlying turbidites thin toward the southeast, suggesting northwest
rather than northeast progradatiori. An increase in thearnounts of
plagioclase and volcanic rock fragments coupled with a decrease in

amount of quartz suggest that the sediments of the second cyclewere
predominantly derived from volcariics of the Vancouver Group. A

shift to a more southerly source area may be indicated by the paleo..

current data, direction of progradation, and mineralogical changes.
Tertiary faulting and folding of the deltaiç sediments formed the

riorthwes t-trending Trincomali A nlictine which has been breached and

extensively faulted by two systems of normal faults, one trending
northwest and the other north to northeast.
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STRATIGRAPHY AND PALEOENVIRONMENTS OF THETIS,
KUPER, AND ADJACENT ISLANDS,
BRITISH COLUMBIA
INTR ODUC TION

Purposes and Methods of Investigation

Thetis and Kuper Islands are located in the Gulf Islands of
British Columbia. Cretaceois rocks of the Nanaimo Group form the

bedrock of the islands. The purposes of the investLgation were to map

the stratigraphy and structure, to describe in detail the sedimentary
units, and to determine sediment transport paleocurrents and paleoenvironments of deposition of this part of the Cretaceous sequence of
the Nanaimo Basin.

Field workwas accomplished between June 13, 1972 and
September 6, 1972. Field observations were compiled on aerial photo-

graphs (1 inch

1/4 mile and 1 inch = 1/2 mile) and data were then

transferred to a base map (1 inch = 1 /4mUe). Both aerial photographs
and maps were obtained from the Surveys and Mapping Branch of the

British Columbia Department of Lands, Forest, and Water Resources.

Field data were acquired using a lox hand lens, sand gauge
chart, Rock-Color Chart of The Geological Society of America (1963),

Brunton compass, and stratification terms modified from McKee and
Weir (1953).

Section measurements utilized a five foot Jacobs staff, Abney
level, and Brunton compass.

Paleocurrent measurements, where necessary, were rotated
to apparent original depositional position by employing a stereonet.

Rosette diagrams were constructed and grand means calculated to

illustrate the data.
Six conglomerate units were randomly sampled for pebble counts.

The pebbles were identified with a binocular microscope. Petrographic thin sections were made from 29 samples of which nine were
point counted.

The Michel-Levy method for plagioclase determination

was used. The sandstones were classified according to Gilbert's

classification (Williams, Turner, and Gilbert, 1954), modified to
include micas in unstable rock fragments.
Geographic Setting

Location and Accessibility

The thesis area is located in the Gulf Islands of British
Columbia.

The main islands, Thetis and Kuper, are located three

miles off the northeast coast of VancouverIsland, approximately 55

miles north-northeast of Victoria. The islands cover approximately
nine square miles and are bounded to the south by Houston Passage,
to the west by Stuart Channel, and to the east by Trincomali Channel
(Plate 1).
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Access to the area is via ferry from the town of Chemainus on
Vancouver Island.

Thetis Island has a well, developed road network

which provides access to most of the coastal area. Kuper Island has

no facilities for offloading vehicles from the ferry so access is limited
to foot travel. The other islands and islets within the thesis area,

Tent, Scott, Leech, Dayman, Hudson, Ragged, and Miami (Plate 1),
may be reached only by private boat.

Principal Geographic Features
The most prominent features of Thetis Island are two hills,
Moore and Burchell (Plate 1), which are 525 and 500 feet high,
respectively. The hills are the highest points of cuesta forming the

northeast and southwest sides of the island. Between the two hills the
topography is generally rolling with isolated hills and swamps.
The interior of Kuper Island consists of low rolling topography
and many swarzips.

On the southwest side of the island, betweeriActjve

and Augustus Points (Plate 1), a sheer sandstone cliff approximately
100 feet high forms most of the coastline.

STRA TIGRAPHY

Previous Work
Most of the geologic studies of the Nanaimo Group have been

directed toward the development of the coal resources of the Nanaimo
and Comox Basins.

Coal has been known on the northeast coast of Vancouver Island
since 1835 (Usher, 1952) and mining operations began in 1852

(Buckham, 1947), but it was not until 1857 that the age of the coal was

determined to be Cretaceous (Newberry, 1857). Hector (1861) also

collected fossils supporting the Cretaceous age determination and he
published his observations on the sandstoneand conglomerate cliffs
of Salts pring and Galiano Islands.

In 1872 Richardson cited 'numerous

undulattons" in the strata of Thetis, Kuper, and adjacent islands.

Later, in 1878, Richardson traced an anticline through the thesis area
and on the basis of the structure suggested that the rocks of Thetis,
Scott, Hudson, and Tent Islands belonged to the lower part of the coal

measures.
Dawson (1890) first proposed the name, Nanaimo Group, for

the Cretaceoissedjrnents of the Nanaimo Basin, He suggested that
they were correlative to the Chico Group of California, Clapp (1911)
provided formal names for the formations of the group along with type

sections and summaries of the lithologies and thicknesses (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. CorrelatiQns of the Nanaimo and Comox Basins (after Muller and Jeletzky, 1969),
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He also described the basement rocks, referring them to the Sicker
Group, the Vancouver Group, and the Island Intrusions. Dowling
(1915) provided another description of the lithologies of the individual
formations.
Clapp and Cooke (1917) published a geologic map of the southern

Gulf Islands, including Thetis and Kuper, indicating that the De Courcy

and Northumberland Formations, as then defined, were the only

formations in the thesis area. They also named the major folds of the
area.
According toMr. G. Nixon (pers. comm. ), a long time resident
of Thetis Island, M. Y. Williams of the Geological Survey of Canada

lived on Thetis for several months in the 1920's and engagedi.n geologic

research, but he apparently did not publish his findings.
Buckham (1947), in another study of the Nanaimo coal fields,

described the relief of the basement rocks and the type of faulting.
PaJ.eontological studies of the fauna and flora were published by Usher
(1949, 1952) and Bell (1957). Muller and Carson (1968) described the

lithologies of the basement complex,

In 1969 Muller and Jeletzky published the most comprehensive
study çf the Nanairno Group to date.

They combined and standardized

the nomenclature of the group (Figure 1), associated each formation
with a specific facies, and published a 1:250, 000 map of the areal
distribution of each formation.

At present, a water resources project encompassing the Gulf

Islands is in progress under the direction of Dr. J. C. Foweraker of
the Water Investigations Branch (Foweraker, pers. comm.).
Regional Stratigraphy
The Nanaimo Group lies unconformably on a basement complex

consisting of the Sicker Group, the Vancouver Group, and the Island
Intrusions. The Pennsylvanian to Permian Sicker Group consists of

over 10, 000 feet of metamorphosed intermediate pyroclastics, gray-

wackes, argillites, conglomerates, and limes tones. The Triassic and
Early Jurassic Vancouver Group is locally over 20, 000 feet thick and
is composed of metamorphosed pillow basalts, basalt flows, lime-

stones, argillites, intermediate pyroclastics, and andesites. The
Island Intrusions, mainly granodiorites and quartz rnonzonites, are
Middle to Late Jurassic in age (Muller and Carson, 1968).
The latest and most comprehensive regional study of the Nanaimo
Group by Muller andMeletzky (1969) divides the group into nine formations. These are subdivided into four successive transgressive cycles

capped by the non-marine Gabrio1a Formation. The formations and

cycles are as follows:
Deltajc

-

Gabriola Formation - 600 to 3, 000 feet of sandstone, conglomerate, and mudstone
dis conformity
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Marine - Spray Formation - 330 to 1, 770 feet of mudstone
Deltaic - Geoffrey Formation - 400 to 1, 500 feet of
sandstone and conglomerate
dis conformity

Marine - Northumberland Formation - 250 to 1, 000 feet of

mudstone, siltstone, and sandstone

Deltaic - De Courcy Formation - 130 to 1, 400 feet of
sandstone, conglomerate, and madstone
dis conformity

Cedar District Formation - 1, 000 feet of muds tone,
siltstone, andsandstone
fl1 hii
- Extension-Protection Formation - 200 to 1, 900 feet
Lag oonal
of conglomerate, sandstone, mudstone, and coal

Marine

-

dis conformity

Haslam Formation - 100 to 500 feet of mudstone,
siltstone, and sandstone
Lagoonal- Comox Formation - 100 to 1, 300 feet of sandstone,
mudstone, and coal.

Marine

Thesis Area Stratiraphy
Within the thesis area, the Cedar District, De Courcy,
Northumberland, and Geoffrey Formati,on of Muller and Jeletzky's

(1969) second, third, and fourth sedimentation cycles are present.
Actually the stratigraphy of the four formations within the thesis area
presents a continuous record of sedimentation, representing two cycles
of deltaic progradation, The northwest-southeast outcrop pattern

permits a cross-sectional view of the Cedar District/De Courcy delta
complex and a longitudinal view of the Northumberland/Geoffrey delta

complex.

The deltaic model of sedimentation is suggested by 1) the

cyclical sedimentation, Z) the general upward coarsening of grain size
in each cycle from deep marine mudstones to fluvial conglomerates,

3) the lateral variations in thicknesses, 4) the lateral facies changes,
5) the sedimentary structures, and 6) the similarities to modern and
ancient deltas. Interpretations or data differing from Muller and

Jeletzky (1969) may be the result of local variations on Thetis and

Kuper Islands, larger scale mapping in the thesis area, or different
concepts of deltaic sedimentation.

Cedar District Formation
Nomenclature.

The name, Cedar District Formation, was

introduced by Clapp (1911) for the mudstones underlying the valley
between Ladysmi.th Harbour and the mouth of the Nanaimo River on
Vancouver Island.

The valley lies largely within the political division

known as Cedar District.

The type section for the formation, along

Dodd Narrows, was not designated until 1969 by Muller and Jeletzky
(1969).

General Stratigraphy. The Late Cretaceous Cedar District

Formation is the most extensive formation in the thesis area (Plate 1
and Figure 2).

On Thetis Island the formation is distributed in the

interior oL the island and along the southeastern coastline. Outcrops

are limited to the margin of Telegraph Harbour (Plate 1), the end of
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25 Modal analysis saniple site

Eigue 2, Cedar District Formation distribution and modal analysis sample site.
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the large inlet at the north end of the island (Plate 1), the broad point
opposite Leech Island, and isolated road cuts. On Kuper Island the

formation is presumably more widespread, underlying the eastern
two-thirds of the island. However, outcrops are restricted to the point

on the east side of Telegraph Harbour and to Penelakut Spit (Plate 1).

The basal contact of the Cedar District Formation with the underlying Extension-Protection Formation is not exposed in the thesis
area. The upper contact, separating the sandstones of the overlying

De CourcyFormation and the normal graded sandstone-siltstonemudstone beds of the upper Cedar District Formation, is best exposed
approximately 400 feet northeast of Foster Point (Plate 1), along the
westerrishore of Telegraph Harbour. The contact, at the base of an
84-foot-thick sandstone with very thin niudstone and siltstone partings,

is sharp, almost planar, and conformable (Figure 3). Although the
contact is sharp and planar, the interval below the contact maybe considered transitional, between the Cedar District Formation and the
De Courcy Formation. Within this interval there is an upward

increase in percentage of sandstone until the uppermost 63 feet near
Foster Point are approximately 75% sandstone (Appendix A), The

contact is also observed on the west flank of Moore Hill (Measured

Section C-D, Appendix B), in the road cut at thesouthern end of Moore
Hill in the NW 1/4 of Lot 15, and at Donckele Point (Plate 1).

Usher

(1952) also considered the contact to be gradational or transitional but

12

Figure 3. Sharp and conformable contact between the Cedar District
Formation and overlying marine sandstone of the De Courcy
Formation at Foster Point.
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Muller and Jeletzky (1969) state that although the contact may be

construed as gradational in some areas of the Nanaimo Group, in

general the contact is sharp and unconformable, representing the end
of their second depositional cycle.

The actual thickness of the Cedar District Formationwithin the
thesis area is unknown; only the upper 105 feet of the formation were

measured (Appendix A) to ascertain the relationship of the formation
with the overlying De Courcy Formation. Also, faulting and the

absence of outcrops precluded accurate measurement and description.
The type section at Dodd Narrows, as described by Muller and
Jeletzky (1969) is 1,010 feet thick. This thickness was used in draw.irig the geological cross-sections (Plate Z) arid would appear compat-

ible with the absence of exposures of the Extension-Protection Fortha-

tton in the interior of Kuper Island (Cross-section C-C', Plate 1).
Of the four formations in the thesis area, the least is known
about the Cedar District Formation. The lower part of theformation
is marked by a complete absence of outcrops and is either covered by
mud beaches or thick deposits of glacial till in excess of 200 feet
thi.ck at some localities. This lower part of the Cedar District Forma-

tion, below the sequence of normal graded beds, is inferred to be
almost entirely non-resistant mu.dstone.

This is based on the fact that

outcrops along the shorelines are common; they are lacking only in

areas where fault fractured rocks or non-resistant mudstones have
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been glacially excavated. A unit with even minor sandstone beds is

usually sufficiently resistant to form coastal outcrops.
The upper Cedar District Formation consists of a thick sequence
of normal graded beds, commonly with each set grading up from sandstone to mudstone.

This interval is best exposed along the western

margin of Telegraph Harbour and on the point of Thetis Is land southwest of Leech Island.

Limited exposures on Thetis Island may be seen

at the southern end of the inlet at the north end of theisland and in the
road cuts in Lot 15.

Kuper Island outcrops occur on Penelakut Spit and

on the point forming the eastern bank of Telegraph Harbour. The
normal graded beds of the unit range in thickness from less than one
foot to approximately eight feet,

Each graded interval usually has

sharp, almost planar, upper and lower contacts, but locally there is
minor load deformation. There is an overall increase in sandstone

percentage as one proceeds upsection,
Sandstones are normally thinly laminated to laminated,

moderately well sorted, medium- to very fine-grained sands.
Weathered surfaces exhibit light olive gray (5Y 5/Z) to medium gray

(N5) coloration whereas fresh surfaces are usually shades of gray
(N3 to N7).

The siltstories are also thinly laminated to laminated and

exhibit the same coloration as the sandstones, The muds tones are
laminated or weathered to one inch long angular chips which obscure
internal bedding. The color of the mudstones ranges between medium
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dark gray (N4) and light gray (N7) for both weathered and fresh sur-

faces. A three-inch-thick micrite lens, approximately two feet long,
was the only other lithology observed in the upper Cedar District
Formation.

Numerous sedimentary structures are present in the upper
Cedar District Formation. The most conspicuous is the repetitionof
normal graded beds, usually grading from sandstone to mudstone but
locally from sandstone to si.ltstone or siltstone to mudstone. Scott
(1967) and Muller and Meletzky (1969) have also reported graded

bedding in presumed turbidite sequences at other CedarDistrict
Formation localities, Complete turbiditeBouma sequences are not

observed, only the graded parallel laminae and contorted laminae
intervals occur. Bottom markings are uncommon except for minor

load deformation, A few sandstones show rib-and-furrow structures,
repres entative of channeling, on weathered surfaces. Silts tones
exhibit parallel laminae and less commonly convolute bedding and flame

structures, Organic structures, that occur in siltstones and mudstones, include isolated woody debris and worm burrows. The

burrows are commonly parallel to bedding lower in thesection and
vertical higher in the formation.

Larger scale structures includescour-and-fill structures in
which sandstone beds truncate several graded beds (Figure 4). Some
sandstones incorporate muds tone rip-ups, probably derived from

16

Figure 4. Erosional truncation of normal graded beds in the upper
Cedar District Formation north of Foster Point.
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underlying semi-consolidated beds, Near the initial point of Section

A-B a lenticular mudstone channel, approximately six feet across and
two feet deep, is exposed. Along the eastern coastline of Thetis

Island in Lot 15, nearthebase of the De Courcy Formation, a pebbly
mudstone consisting of large pebbles and some fine cobbles suspended

in a mud matrix is exposed, An angular fragment of fossilizedwood
was found in the pebbly muds tone.
Lithology.

Examination and modal analysis of a sandstone sam-

ple collected on Kuper Island (Figure 2) indicates the sandstones are
texturally and compositionally immature,

The sample contains

greater than 5% clay matrix, and consists of poorly sorted, angular
grains ranging in size from less than 1 /256 mm to 2 mm in diameter.
The sandstone is texturally immature utilizing FolkTs (1951) concept

of textural maturity.

The 600 point modal analysis (Appendix G)

indicates the sands tone is an arkosic arenite (Figure 5).

The frame-

work grains are dominantly quartz, plagio.clase, potassium feldspar,

mica, and rock fragments. Single grains o quartz are the dominant
type, but substantial amounts of polycrystalline quartz and quartzite

and chert are also present. Types of plagioclase feldsp3rs include
albite, oligoclase, and andesite, Sericite is acommon surficial
alteration product on the plagioclase grains. An undifferentiated
orthoclase/plagioclase group was counted because it was impossible
to distinguish orthoclase from biaxial negative, untwinned plagioclase

18
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Figure 5. Classification of a Cedar District Formation sandstone (after Gilbert, 1954).
25 - Upper Cedar District Formation turbidite sandstone (Foster Point)
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where lack of porosity ruled out use of the Becke Line method.
Detrital micas consist dominantly of muscovite, with subordinate
amounts of biotite and chlorite. Further indication of a complex source

area is the presence of andesitic volcanic, granitic, schist, phyllite,
mudstone, andsiltstone rock fragments. The groundmass of the
volcanics is commonly altered toa greenish chioritic clay and
hematite /limonite. The matrix may be detrital in part but much of it

is probably the result of diagenetic alteration of volcanic rock fragme nts.

Environments of Deposition. The mudstones of the lower Cedar

District Formation possibly represent deep marinesedirnentation in
the prodelta environment of a northeasterly prograding delta system.

The turbiditesequence of the upper Cedar District Formation, with
its upward increase insandstone content, indicates deposition in a
marine environment which is progressively becoming shallower. This
is even more evident when it is noted that the overlying De Courcy

Formation, with which the Cedar District Formation has a gradational

contact, is in part fluvial. The upper Cedar District Formation contains many of the sedimentary characteristics of distal bar deposits of
the Mississippi Delta described by Coleman and Gagliano (1965) and

delta front platform deposits of the Niger Delta described byAllen
(1970). According to Coleman and Gagliano (1965), the distal bar is

"the seaward sloping margin of the advancing delta front complex.
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The depositional slope is relatively high, making it favorable for the

movement and depositonof turbidites generated by rapid influxes of
sediment from fluvial channels or subaqueous slumping of unstable
slopes near channel mouths. Characteristics of distal bar deposits

are thin bedding (less than five centimeters), parallel laminae,

troughcross -laminations, current and wave ripplelaminations,

scour and-fill, erosional truncations, plant remains, contorted
laminations, and small worm burrows. Except for the cross-

laminations and ripple laminations, these characterize the sediments
of the upper Cedar DistrLct Formation. The higher rates of deposi-

tion of coarser clastics may explain differences between sedimentary
structures of the Mississippi Delta and the Cretaceous delta in the
thesis area, but the general vertical succession of depositional environments should remain the same.

The delta front platform is

characterized by laminated clays, silts, and sands which are cornmonly graded lying in the transition zone between prodelta and river
mouth bars. Although delta front platform and distal bar are probably

synonymous, the term delta front platform is preferred because a
bar has the connotation of being a linear clas tic sand deposit.

Turbi-

dites or density current deposits have been recognized as integral
parts of deltas by Visher (1965), Dott (1966), and Selley (1970)

De Courcy Formation
Nomenclature.

The name, De Courcy Formation, was introduced

by Clapp(1911, 1914) for the sandstones overlying the Cedar District
Formation.

The name was derived from the formation's typical

development in the De Courcy Group of the Gulf Islands, south of
Gabriola Island.

General Stratigraphy.

The Late Cretaceous De Courcy Forma-

tion is areally extensive on Thetis Island but limited on Kuper Island
(Plate 1

nd Figure 6).

The formation also composes the bedrock of

Miami and Ragged Islets north of Thetis Island and Leech Island east
of Thetis.

The formation is distributed along the northeast coast of

Thetis Island where it forms Pilkey Point (Plate 1), is the resistant
caprock of the cuesta known as Moore Hill, and also crops out alonga
strip extending from. the base of Burchell. Hill to Foster Point.

Three

fault blocks located along North Cove (Plate 1) and in the interior of

Thetis comprise the other De Courcy outcrops. On Kuper Island the

De Courcy Formation is restricted to the area north and south of the
ferry dock and to the strip extending from Donckele Point to themajor
fault in the interior of Kuper.
The lower, gradational contact of the De Courcy Formation with

the underlying Cedar District Formation has been described previously.

The upper contact with the overlying Northumberland Forma-

tion is best exposed at the ea.sterrimargiri of North Cove on Thetis
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Figure 6. De Courcy Formation distribution and sample sites fo modal analyses and pebble counts.
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Island.

Other exposures occur in the cove west of Foster Point and

on the coast of Kuper Island east of Active Point.

The contact is sharp

and planar. It separates shallow marine sandstones of the upper De

Courcy Formation from the deep marine mudstones of the lower
Northumberland Formation (Figure 7).

The contact marks an abrupt

change in depositional environment but not a break in sediment deposition.

The De Courcy Formation is thickest on northern Thetis Island

and thins markedly to the south. A composite section based on three
measured sections (Plate 3), indicates a probable thickness of 400
feet for northern Thetis Island. The formation thins to 130 feet at
Foster Point and probably is even thinner on Kuper Island. There is

a direct correlation between formation thickness and the presence or
absence of conglomerate fluvial channels. No fluvial channels were
observed where the thickness is 130 feet, but a well-defined fluvial
zone is present where the thickness is approximately 400 feet.
The De Courcy Formation consists dominantly of sandstones

which, on northern Thetis Island, may be roughly divided into lower

and upper shallow marine sands separated by a conglomeratic fluvial
zone. At Foster Point the fluvial interval is missing but the formation

is still over 90% sandstone with thin siltstone and mudstone partings.

Farther south on Kuper Island thepercentage of sandstone decreases
and non-resistant mudstone/siltstone intervals are thick enough to
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Figure 7. Contact between the sandstones of the De Courcy Formation and the non-resistant Northumberland Formation.
View looking down the cont3ct on the east margin of North
C ove.
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form small coves between resistant sandstone ribs. In general, the
formation becomes thinner, loses the fluvial interval and shows an
increase in percentage of siltstone and mudstone from north tosouth

in the thesis area.
On Kuper Island and at Foster Point the sandstones are
dominantly medium- to fine-grained, well sorted, subrounded to
subangular, and thinly laminated to laminated in hand specimens.

Weathered and freshcolor ranges from yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) to
moderate olive gray (5Y 4/2) in most samples. Sedimentary structures
within these sandstones consist of parallel laminae, isolated occur-

rences of mudstone rip-ups, scour-and'-fill. channels, planar foresets,
and calca.reous concretions.

The calcareous concretions have mud-

stone cores and are commonly associated with n-iudstone rip-up zones
(Figure 8).

The concretions are usually one to two feet in diameter

but rare concretions up to 10 feet in diameter crop out at Foster Point.
The concretions are most commonly observed on beach exposures

where they are more resistant to weathering. Numerous beach outcrops in the spray zone also exhibit honeycomb weathering commonly
producing a. pitted surface resembling a waffle (Figure 9).

Sandstones of the lower marine interval farther north generally

exhibit the same sedimentary structure and coloration but are coarser
grained, thicker bedded, and very poorly sorted. Near the top of the
interval the sandstones become pebbly. On Moore Hill there is a very
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Figure 8. A fractured ca]careoue coicretion showing the nonresistant mudstone core.

FigLire 9.

Honeycomb weatherLrig controlled by the joint pattern.
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fine-grained, cross-laminated sandstone bed below the pebbly sandstones. The interval is approximately the same thickness as the

entiremarine interval to the south, A logical explanation for the
difference would be more rapid deposition of coarser clastics near
the mouth of a major stream.
The exact thickness of the fluvial interval is unknown but proba-

bly ranges from zero at the margin to a maximum of 100 feet. The
interval consists of numerous conglomerate lenses and beds in

medium- to very coarse-grained sandstone. Some channels contain
imbricated p ebbles which are excellent paleocurrerit indicators. The

most southern occurrence of fluvial conglomerates is in Lot 24 along

the northeast coastline o Thetis Island, Sandstones enclosing the
conglomerates are usually medium- to very coarse-grained (locally
pebbly), are very poorly sorted, very thick bedded, and contain angular fragments. Basal contacts of channels are sharp and gently
undulating and upper contacts are gradational intosandstone and
siltstone.

Two major conglomerate beds, each approximately 15 feet

thick, crop out on the east side of the entrance to the inlet at the north
end of Thetis Island and also north of the landsllde mass in Lot 23.

Well rounded clasts in these beds range from very fine pebbles to
cobbles with an occasional boulder, the largest being 14 inches in
diameter (Figure 10). Srraller channels crop out as dlstnct lenses of
very fine to medium pebbles (Figure 11). Although conglomerates may
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Figure 10. Coarse conglomerate of the De Coircy Formation fluvial
interval on Thetis Island.

Figure 11. Axial view of a De Courcy fluvial channel showing enticu.
lar bedding and variations in sediment grain size.
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form in other environments, the lenti,cular shapes, well rounded
clasts tight packing of clasts, and imbricationsuggest fluvial
deposition,

The upper marine interval is distinguished by the absence of

definite fluvial channels, isolated occurrences of worm burrows, and
crude normal grading of the sandstones,

The well to very poorly

sorted sandstones are thinly laminated tothin bedded and consist
dominantly of angular to subangularmedium- to coarse-grains. The
sandstones most commonly appear a dusky yellow (5Y 6/4) color on

weathered surfaces and moderate olive gray (5Y 5/1) to yellowish gray

(5Y 7/2) color on fresh.surfaces. The most conspicuous sedimentary

structure is the crude normal grading of sandstone intervals ranging in
thickness from 2 to 20 feet, The basal contact of each graded bed is
sharp and gently undulating with commonly less than two inches of
relief. There are no consistent grain sizes for base and. top oL each

graded interval. A more complete description of the section and the
grading is recorded in Appendix C. Numerous soft sediment deforma-

tion structures include flames (Figure 12), convolutebedding, balland-pillow, and load casts. Current produced structures include local

foresets, rib-and-furrow, and scour-and-fill. Organic structures are
vertical worm burrows and rare woody fragments. Isolated calcerous

concretions up to 18 inches in diameterare commonly associated with

zones ofmudstonerip-ups.
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Figure 12. Flame structure in the upper marine sandstones of the
De Courcy Formation at Pilkey Point.
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Lithology. Pebbles from threesites along the inlet and on the

crest of Moore Hill (Figure 6) were obtained from deeply weathered
outcrops. Tabulations of the pebble compositions (Figure 13) indicate

chert, vein quartz, quartzite, and intermediate to basic igenous clasts
are the most abundant pebble types.

Other rock types present include

granitic and foliated metamorphics. A breakdown of the individual
pebble count mineralogies and lithologies is recorded in Appendix F.

Modal analyses of three thin sections of sandstone samples
colLected from the lower and upper marine intervals of northern Thetis

Island and the marine interval of Foster Point indicate thesandstones
are texturally and compositionally immature. The sandstones are
arkosic wackes with matrix content ranging from 11% to 20% (Figure
14).

The matrix may be detrital in part but much of it appears to be

of diagenetic origin as the result of alteration and destruction of
volcanic fragments. Both the groundmass o the volcanic rock frag-

ments and the matrix are of the same composition and appear to merge
with each other. The composition of the framework grains is similar

to that of the Cedar District Formation but there is a change in relative abundance of the different mineral types. In general, the De

CourcyFormation contains less quartz and granitic fragments but
contains more plagioclase feldspar0

The changes may be the result

of limited sampling, change in sediment source area, or a decrease
in compositional maturity of the De Courcy Formation sandstones as
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Figure 13. Histograms of rock types of pebbles in De Courcy Formation
conglomerate channels.
1 - Chert and vein quartz
2 - Quartzite
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Figure 14. Classification of De Courcy Formation sandstones (after Gilbert, 1954).
10- Upper De Courcy Formation marine sandstone (northern Thetis)
38 - Lower De Courcy Formation marine sandstone (northern Thetis)
41 - De CourcyFormation marine sandstone (Foster Point)
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the result of more rapid deposition. Plagioclase feldspars are dominantly of oligoclase-andesine composition, which associated with

plutonic and volcanic fragments suggest a source areacomposed of
granodiorites and andesitic volcanics, Although very similar in
composition (Figure 14), it is interesting to note that the sample from

the marine sandstones at Foster Point is better sorted, finer grained,
and contains more calcite cement than the samples taken near the locus
of deposition. Complete modal analyses data are recorded in Appendix
G.

Environments of Deposition. Lower shallow marine, central

fluvial, and upper shallow marine environments of deposition may be

distinguished in theDe CourcyFormation of northern Thetis Island.

Farther south, away from the locus of deposition, the formation is
entirely shallow marine, based on the complete absence of fluvial
cha nn e 1 s,

The Lower marine sandstones are interpreted as river mouth

bars, distributary mouth bars, or delta front sheet sands using the
criteria of Allen (1970), Coleman and Gagliano(1965), and Gould (1970),

respectively.

These sands form the transition from the delta front

platform of the upper Cedar District Formation to the fluvial conglomerates. Grain size, sorting, and bedding thicknesses suggest

rapid accumulation of sediments near the mouth of a major stream or
network of distri.butaries.

The general absence of cross-laminations
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and ripple laminations, which are common in the Mississippi Delta,
is probably the result of deposition by transitional and high flow

regime currents resulting in dominantly parallel laminations,

De

Courcy sandstones more closely resemble river mouth bars of the
Niger Delta which are characterized by thick sand beds with internal
even laminations (Allen, 1970).

Overlying the river mouth bars or delta front sheet sands are
the conglomerate channels of the fluvial zone. The coarseness of the

clasts indicates very high energy streams with a nearbysource area.
Analogy with other deltas such as the Mississippi or Niger is not

practical due to the large differences in stream gradient and bed load
coarseness.
The return to shallow marine deposition may be caused by

numerous factors such as increased rate of subsidence, fluctuation in

sea level, events in the source area, or normal deltaic processes
r3pid channel abandonment coupled with continued subsidence.

of

Sedi-

ment accumulation was rapid and may have been partly caused by

slumping of sediments originally deposited near stream mouths which

hadregressed. The thick beds of crudely graded sandstone may have
originated in this manner.

To the south shallow marine sands are equivalent to the three

intervals just described, These sands were probably deposited on the
periphery of the deltaic lobe away from the locus of deposition.
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Farther south, on Kuper Island, the De Courcy Formation closely
resembles the delta front platform sediments of the upper Cedar
District Formation but individual sandstone beds are thicker. These
indicate deposition even farther, away from thestream mouths than the

marine sands of Foster Point.
Nor thumb erland Formation

Nomenclature.

The name, Northumberland Formation, was

introduced by Clapp (1911, 1914) for the mudstones, sandstones, and
conglomerates exposed along the margin of Northumberland Channel,

on the southwest coast of Gabriola Island, The formation, as origina],ly defined, consisted of lower and upper muds tone members sepa

rated by a middle member of sandstone and conglomerate. Muller

and Jeletzky (1969) restricted the Northumberland Formation to the
lower rnudstone member and defined the upper two members as the
Geoffrey and Spray Formations (Figure 1).

General Stratigraphy. As mapped (Plate 1 and Figure 15), the
Late Cretaceous Northumberland Formation is distributed on Thetis
Island from the shoreline of North Cove to the major fault north of

Burchell Hill, from the north shore of Preedy Harbour (Plate 1) to the
southern flank of Burchell Hill, and on the point west of Foster Point.
On Kuper Island the formation is present along a strip extending from
the shoreline between Donckele and Active Points southward to Josling

Point (Plate 1).
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Figure 15. Northumberland Formation distribution and modal analysis sample site.
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The sharp, planar, and conformable basal contact, separating
the shallow marine sandstones of the upper De Courcy Formation from
the overlying deep marine rnudstones of the lower Northumberland

Formation, has been described previously. The stratigraphic relations of the Northumberland Formation with the Geoffrey Formation
are complex. At North Cove, five tongues of mudstorie, siitstone, and

sandstone of the Northumberland Formation interfinger with the same
number of Geoffrey Formation sandstone tongues (Figure 16); whereas

at Active Point, farther south, only two tongues of each formation are
in interfingering relationship.
Contacts between the thick sandstone tongues of the Geoffrey

Formation and the rnudstone or normal graded sandstone-siltstonernudstone tongues of the Northumberland Formation are best exposed
at North Cove and Active Point. Although exposures are limited and

in places obscured by erosion of the less resistant Northumberland

Formation, all contacts between tongues appear sharp, almost planar,
and conformable. Although each contact is sharp, the interval consist-

ing of the upper Northumberland Formation and the lower tongues of

the Geoffrey Formation may be considered transitional between the
thick deep marine muds tones and overlying thick deposits of shallow

marine and fluvial sandstones and conglomerates. This transitional

interval, similar to that between the Cedar District and De Courcy

Formations, is characterized by a general increase in percentage

of
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Figure 16. Intertonguing of the Geoffrey Formation and Northurnberland Formation on the west side oL North Cove. The
resistant sandstone ribs are tongues of the Geoffrey
Formation which are separated by small coves which mark
the sltes of non-resistant Northumberland tongues.
Fraser Point in the background is formed by the main
tongue of the Geoffrey Formation.
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sandstone upward in the section. Although the contact is transitional

in the thesis area, Muller and Jeletzky (1969) state the upper contact
of the Northumberland:Formation is sharp and unconformable, representing the end of their third depositional cycle.
The total thickness of the five tongues of the Northumberland
Formation at North Cove is 856 feet,

Tongue thicknesses range from

494 feet for the basal tongue to 9 feet for the second tongue. Tongues
3,

4, and S are 3 feet, 37 feet, and 283 feet, respectively.

On

Kuper Island only two tongues of the Northumberland Formation exist.
Only the upper 132 feet of the basal tongue was measured but the upper
tongue is 19 feet thick. Geologic cross-section C-C' (Plate 2) indi-

cates the Northumberland Formation is much thinner onKuper Island,
possibly in the neighborhood of 250 feet,

The Northumberland Formation is very similar to the Cedar
District Formation in that both consist of lower mudstone interval,s
and upper normal graded sandstone-silts tone -muds tone intervals.

The Northumberland Formation differs only in that it visibly tntertongues with the overlying Geoffrey Formation and no erosional

truncations are exposed in the Northumberland normal graded interval.

Since general descriptions of the Cedar District Formation are alsQ
applicable to the Northurnberland.Formation, the latter will not be
discussed in as much detail to avoid repetition.

The lower part of the formation is presumed tobe entirely
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mudstone because it is so non-resistant to weathering and erosion.
Even along the coastline there are no exposures and the formation is
covered by glacial till, Indian kitchen middens, and mud beaches.
The upper Northumberland Formation consists of a thick sequence of
alternating graded sandstonebeds and muds tones (Figure 17).

The

sandstones are thought to be of turbidite origin based on the grading

and other structures including small-s cale load costs, rare groove
casts and foresets, convolute bedding, mudstone rip-ups, flames, and
worm burrows. This interval is best exposed at North Cove, near

Active Point, and on the point west of Foster Point.
The graded sandstones are very thinly laminated to thinly

bedded, moderately well sorted, and medium- to very fine-grained.
Weathered sandstone surfaces range from light olive gray (5Y 5/2) to
light brownish gray (5YR 6 /1) in color; fresh surfaces range from
dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2) tomedium dark gray (N4) in color.

Siltstones are thinly laminated to laminated and usually colored pale
yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2) onweatheredsurfaces and olive gray
(SY 4/1) on fresh surfaces. Mudstones weather to form chips up to
two inches long. Weathered andfreshmudstone surfaces are usually

shades of gray (N2 to N6).
Lithology. Modal analysis and examination of a sandstone

sample collected at North Cove indicate that the sandstones are
texturally and compositionally immature arkosic wackes (Figure 18).
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Figure 17. Well bedded sequence of normal graded sandstone beds
wits alternating muds tone layers in the delta front platform interval of the Northumberland Forrnati,on. The
sandstones are of possible turbidite origin.
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Figure 18. Classification of a Northumberland Formation sandstone (after Gilbert, 1954).
16 - Upper Northumberland Formation turbidite sandstone (North Cove)
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The matrix content exceeds 15% and the framework grains are angular
and poorly sorted. Framework grains are dominantly quartz, plagio-

clase, and orthoclase, Other constituents include mica and andesitic

volcanic, granitic, schist, phyllite, mudstone, and siltstorie rock
fragments (Appendix G). Plagioclase is dominantly of oligoclase and

andesine composition, some grains of which have been extensively

altered to sericite and clay.
Environments of Deposition. The Northumberland Formation is

directly comparable to the Cedar District Formation in terms of
environments of deposition. The thick mudstorzes of the lower

Northumberland Formation are possibly deep marine deposits of the
prodelta environment.

The upper Northumberland turbdite sequence,

with its upward increase in sandstone content, probably represents the
delta front platform of Allen (1970) or distal bar of Coleman and
Gagliano (1965), Selley (1970) states that turbidites are more common

to prograding deltas than to prograding coastlines because slopes are

steeper and less stable in the deltaic environment, Marked thinning
of the deep marine deposits of the Northumberland Formation: southward

possibly indicates that the delta was prograding from south to north.
Geoffrey Formation
Nomenclature,

The Geoffrey Formation was named by Usher

(1952) for the thick sandstones and conglomerates of Mount Geoffrey on
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Hornby Island in the Comox Basin. Muller and Jeletzky (1969)

correlated the Geoffrey Formation with the middle sandstone and
conglomerate member of the Northumberland Formation as defined
by Clapp (1911, 1914) in the Nanaimo Basin, They therefore elevated

the middle member to the rank of formation and also called it the
Geoffrey Formation in order to standardize nomenclature between the
two basins.

General Stratigraphy. The Late Cretaceous Geoffrey Formation

is distributed along a strip on the western margin of the thesis area
(Plate 1 and Figure 19), On Thetis Island, four lower tongues form

prominent sandstone ribs in North Cove and the main tongue forms the

dip slope between Fraser and Crescent Points (Plate 1). On Kuper
Island, the formation crops out from Active Point to immediately
north of Josling Point, interrupted only by Lamaichi Bay (Plate 1).
The formation also forms the bedrock of Scott, Dayman, Hudson, and
Tent Islands.

The contacts of the Geoffrey Formation with the underlying

Northumberland Formation have been described previously. The
upper contact with the younger Spray Formation is not present in the

thesis area,
The exact thickness of the Geoffrey Formation is unknown since

the upper contact is not present. A minimum thickness may be
determined from the section measured at North Cove (Appendix D),
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Figure 19. Geoffrey Formation distribution aud sample sites of modal analyses and pebble counts
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The main sandstone tongue is approximately 680 feet thick of which

352 feet were directly measured and the remainder calculated from the

average dip and distance across Fraser Point, The four lower sandstone tongues total 253 feet, for a grand total of 933 feet for the
Geoffrey Formation, If the sandstones were deposited in a delta

progradingnorthward, as postulated in the Environments of Deposition
discussion of the Northumberland Formation, it would be reasonable
to assume that the Geoffrey Formation thickens southward toward the

source area. This relationship is illustrated in Plate 3. Attempts to
measure a complete section on Kuper Island were thwarted by faults

and sheer cliffs.
The Geoffrey Formation consists dominantly of sandstones which
may be roughtly divided into lower and upper shallow marine san.ds
separated by a conglomeratic fluvial zone,

The formation is very

similar to the De Courcy Formation in lithology and sedimentary

structures; the principal difference is that the Geoffrey fluvial. interval

is present along theentire length of the thesis area rather than
restricted to the northern end, The sandstones are thinly laminated to
laminated and are medium- to coarse-grained. These sandgrai.ns
are moderately well to poorly sorted and subrounded tosubangular.
Weathered coloration ranges from light olive gray (5Y 5 /2) to light

brownish gray (5YR 6/1), whereas fresh coloration ranges between
yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) and moderate yellowish brown (1QYR 5/2).
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Sedimentary structures are very similar to those found in the De
Courcy Formation. The most common are parallel laminae, rib-and-

furrow structures, flames, mudstone rip-ups, and calcareous concretions. Calcareous concretions are especially numerous in the

Geoffrey Formation. Muds tone rip-ups in a medium- to coarsegrained sand matrix, and a supply of carbonate appear to be the only

physical requirements necessary for concretion formation. The first
step in formation of a concretion appears to be a chemical reaction
which increases the resistance to weathering of the sandstone
immediately adjacent to the rip-up. These resistant rings of noncalcareous sandstone enveloping mudstone cores stand out in coastal

outcrops (Figure 20),

The migration and precipitation of carbonate

cement around the core is the final step in forming a concretion.
Conglomerate lenses passing through some concretions (Figure 21)
indicate concretions are of diagenetic and not depositional, origin.

The rip-ups are usually one to six inches long but on the east side of

Fraser Point a spherical clast approximately four feet in diameter and
consisting of normal graded sandstone- siltstone -muds tone beds crops
out,

The rip-ups were probably locally derived from nearby semi-

consolidated sediments,

The fluvial interval between the two marine sandstones is

distinctive in that it is more poorly sorted and contains numerous
lenses and beds of conglomerate and pebbly sandstone. On Fraser
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Figure ZO.

Large mudstone rip-ups and Ughter co'ored, more
resistant rings of saridstore aro.ind many of the rip-ups.
This non-calcareous ring is the first step in concretion
formation. Note the sort sediment toad deformation.
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Figure 21. Calcareous concretion spanning a bedding plane between
sandstone and pebbly sandstore. Note the aiudstone rip-.
ups in the lower left corner of the photograph.
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Point the interval is estimated to be 100 feet thick although actual
measurement was impossible. The conglomerates consist most
commonly of well rounded fine to coarse pebbles and rare cobbles.

Beds range up to 10 feet thick but most are usually less than five feet
thick. Smaller channels crop out as distinct lenses of very fine to

finepebbles (Figure 22). Within thefluvia.l interval imbricated

pebbles andplanar foresets are common structures and are valuable
paleocurrent indicators.
Wave action and spray have created honeycomb weathered sur-

faces (Figure 23), wave-cut benches, arid small wave-cut notches
(Figure 31) in the Geofirey Formation along the coastlines.
Lithology. Pebbles from threesi.tes on Fraser Point and Hudson

Island were obtained from deeply weathered outcrops. Pebble counts

of the samples show that chert, quartzite, and intermediate to basic
igneous rocks are the most abundant clasts in the conglomerates
(Figure 24). Complete data results

e tabulated in Appendix F.

Modal analyses of four thin sections made from samples

collected from the lower and upper marine intervals at North Cove
and lower marine interval at Active Point show that these sands tones

are compositionally and texturally immature. The presence of schist,
phyllite, quartzite, andesitic volcanic, arid granitic rock fragments
indicates a complex provenance. All samples are arkosic arenites and

contain less than 10% matrix (Figure 25). Compared to underlying
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Figure 22. Lenticular fluvial conglomerate channel of the Geoffrey
Formation on Kuper Island.

Figure 23. Honeycomb weathering of Geoffrey Formation sandstones
on Thetis Island.
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Figure 24. Histograms of rock types of pebbles in Geoffsey Fo'mation conglomerate
channels.
1 - Chert and vein qartz
2 - Quartzite
3 - Granitic
4 - Other igneous (diorite, andesite, basalt)
5 - Foliated metamorphics
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Figure 25. Classification of Geoffrey Formation sandstones (after Gilbert, 1954).
13 - Lower Geoffrey marine sandstone (North Cove)
27 - Upper Geoffrey marine sanz3stone (Fraser Point)
43 Lwer Geoffrey marine sandstone (Active Point)
44 - Lower Geoffrey marine sandstone (Active Point)
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formations, there is a marked increase in the amount of volcanic
fragments and feldspar coupled with a decrease in quartz content.

Andesine is the most abundant feldsparalthough other plagioclase

feldspars and orthoclase are also present. Volcanic rock fragments
often exhibit pilotaxitic texture which is common in andesitic volcanics.

The matrix is dominantly a greenish, possibly chioritic, clay. The

groundmass of volcanic rock fragments is also chloritic and in places
merges with the matrix suggesting the matrix may be the result of
alteration of volcanic fragments. Altered volcanic rock fragments are

recognized by the concentration o feldspar microlites. A more
complete tabulation of results is recorded in Appendix U.
Environments of Deposition. The GeoffreyFormation is tenta.-

tively subdivided into lower and upper shallow marine intervals

separated by a fluvial interval. This is similar to the De Courcy

Formation but the situation is not as complex since the three intervals
extend the entire length of the thesis area. The lower shallow marine
interval intertongues with and overlies the delta front platform seth-.
ments of the upperNorthumberland Formation.. As in the case of the

De Courcy Formation, based on similar lithologies, strati.graphic

position, and sedimentary structures, the lower sandstones are
classified delta front sheet sands (Gould, 1970), river mouth bar
deposits (Allen, 1970), or distributary mouth bar depos.ts (Coleman
and Gagliano, 1965).
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The fluvial interval is recognized by the presence of conglornerate channels.

The coarseness of the clasts indicates a nearby

source drained by high energy streams, Conglomeratic foresets
(Figure 26) alsosupport the concept of deposition by high energy

streams.
The return to shallow marine deposition is evidenced by better
sorting and by the absence of fluvial channels and associated structures

such as imbricated pebbles and foresets. There is also a decrease
in grain size between the conglomeratic fluvial interval and the sands

of the upper marine interval, The upper marinesarids possibly
represent a transition to the deep marine mu.dstones of the overlying

Spray Formation, as reported by Muller and Jeletzky (1969). This
transition to deep marine sedimentation supports the idea that the

interval above the fluvial zone marks a return to marine sedimentation.

Northward progradation of deltic deposits, initially suggested
by variations in thicknesses of the Northumberland Formation, is
supported by paleocurrent data. If the delta had prograded from the

southern end of the thesis area toward the northern end it would

explain why the three stratigraphic intervals are present throughout

the thesis area rather than exhibiting lateral facies changes, as in the
De Courcy Formation.
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Figure 26. Conglomeratic foresets in the fluvial interval of the
Geoffrey Forrrtatiori, immediately north of Augustus Point
on Kuper Island. Note the honeycombed character of the
exposure due to differential weathering and erosion.
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Quaternary Deposits

Landslides, A large landslide, referred to as The Caves or
The Rockpile, is located between the crest of Moore Hill and the

coastline of Thetis Island in Lot 23 (Plate 1). The mass consists of
huge blocks of De Courcy sandstone, many of which are at least 50 feet
high and 40 feet on a side. At the head of the landslide there are

blocks which have not completely separated from the headwall
(Figure 27). Below, the blocks form a jumbled mass in which there

are numerous passages and "caves. " Faults border the mass to the
north and southeast and were probably instrumental, in the formation

of the unstable area, and the joint system which controls the size of
the individual blocks. Southeast along the coast, in Lot 24, another

mass of De Courcy Formation sandstone has slumped (Plate 1). No
fault control was observed so movement may have been the result of
undercutting of the steep slope by waves,
Glacial Deposits. Thick deposits of glacial till cover much of

the surface, especially of Kuper Island. Deposits are thickest and
most extensive in areas mapped as being under'ain by the Cedar
District and Northumberland Formations.

These two formations are

the least resistant to weathering, fluvial erosion, and glacial excavation,

The till consists of ,jnsorted pebbles, cobbles, and boulders

suspended in a clay matrix, The thickest deposits occur on the ea,st
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Figure 27. Large bLock of sands tone cm the right beginning to separate
from the main body of the De Courcy Formation on the dip
slope of Moore ifill.. docks of sim.ilar size have moved
down sLope to form "The Caves.
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side of Kuper Island. A water well drilled near Perielakut Spit on
Kuper Island penetrated over 200 feet of till.
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STRUC TURE

Intr oduction

Much has been written about the structure of the Nanaimo Group

arid the Gulf Islands but the exact nature of the structure is still not
fully understood.

Early workers (Richardson, 1872, 1878; Clapp, 1914; Clapp and

Cooke, 1917) considered folding as the major structural features.

More recent workers stress the importance of faulting, especially of
the basement complex.

Richardson (1872) first recorded the presence of numerous
hlundulationsU in the strata of Thetis and Kuper Islands. In 1878 he

traced an anticlinal axis from Dodd Narrows through the thesis area.
Clapp (1914) described the structure as broad and open folds trending
northwest-southeast. He believed the deformation acted from the

northeast in post-Eocene time resulting in asymmetrical folds with
steeper northeast flanks. In 1917 Clapp and Cooke named the major
folds, proceeding from southwest to northeast, Kulleet Syncline,
Thetis Anticline, Channel Syncline,

nd Trincomali Ariticline.

Bucicham (1947), in his study of the Nanaimo coal field, first
emphasized the importance of faulting. He believed most of the faults

to be thrusts with others being rotational or hinge types. He believed
the faults within the Nanatmo Group were the result of vertical
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movements of basement blocks along pre-existing faults. SutherlandBrown (1966) also believed crustal fractures controlled folding.

Muller and Jeletzky (1969) agreed with basement control of structures
which they believe to be dominated by tilted fault blocks.

They indicate

the main fault system trends northwest with subsidiary cross faults
trending north to northeast.

The structure of the thesis area consists of a northwest trending
anticline and a syncline with a major fault system trending generally

parallel to the fold axes and a younger northeast-trending fault system
(Figure 28).
Folds

Clapp (1917) named four major folds in the Gulf Islands but it is
suggested that only two exist. The axes of these two folds, the Kulleet

Syncline and Trincomal Anticline pass through the thesis area
(Figure 28).

The axial trace of the Ku],leet Syncline passes between Tent

Island and Josling Point at the southern end of Kuper Island. The

axis trends N, 65° W. and is delineated by southwesterly dips of strata
at the southern end of Kuper Island and by northeasterly dips along the
shoreline of Tent Island. Control js limtted but attitudes suggest that

this segment of the fold is plunging to thesoutheast.

The axial trace of the Trincomali Anticline lies northeast of the
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Figure 28. Tectonic fraxnewor1 of Thetis, Kuper, and adiacent Islands, British Columbia.
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Kulleet Syncline.

Clapp (1917) refers to this anticline as the Thetis

Anticline wLth an inferred Channel SyncUne separating the Thetis

Anticline from the Trincomali Anticlne. On the basis of recent
geological maps and a brief trip to Salts pring Island it is more likely

that the Thetis and Trincomali Anticlines are the same fold, the axis
having been offset by a major fault of Saltspring Island. The
Trincomali Anticli.ne is a northwest-trending and plunging asymmetri

cal fold with a steeper northeast flank. Theaxia.l trace of the anticline
is fairly well defined on Thetis Is land but on Kuper Island the trace is

largely concealed by glacial till.

On Kuper Island the trace is drawn

toward the inlet adjacent to Southey Point on Saltspring Island (Plate

1) where the anticlinal crest is exposed. The trace trends approximately N 500 W between the east coast of Kuper Island and the

narrow channel separating Thetis and Kuper Islands. Near the marina
at the head of Telegraph Harbour the anticlinal trace swings 30 degrees

more northerly and trends N.

20

W.

Farther north, near the boun-

dary between Lots 16 and 17, the axis swings through another 30

degrees, resulting in a N

100

F trend, One-half mile farther, in

Lot 23, the axis gradually swings back to the northwest so that where

the axis disappears under water near Pilkey Point, it is trending N.
50° W.

Shifts in the axial trend may be the result of original fold

configuration and/or -subsequent cross -faulting.

The plunge of the Trjncomal Anticline, based on the change

of
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attitudes along the coastlines of Thetis Island and two attitudes on the

anticlinal crest, ranges between 8° and 200 northwest.

The strikes

of strata along the southwest coast of Thetis Island gradually swing

from northwesterly near Crescent Point to more northerly and even

northeasterly at Fraser Point. On thnortheast coast of Thetis
Island the strikes of strata gradually become more northwesterly
proceeding from Clam Bay (Plate 1) to Pilkey Point. Reversals in

plunge direction may occur along the inlet at the northern endof
Thetis Island but these are not recorded on the geologic map because

faulting may control the reversals rather than original configuration
of the fold.

Attitudes taken on continuots outcrops along the southwestern
coastlines of Thetis and Kuper Islands and on Dayman and Hudson

Islands indicate the southwestern flank of the Trincomali Anticline
generally dips 50 to 15° to the southwest.

On the northeastern flank of

the fold, attitudes taken along the coastlines of Kuper, Leech, and
Thetis Islands and Ragged Islet range between 3° and 42° to the north-

east but dips less than 16° are recorded only north of Moore Hill
where extensive faulting has probably disrupted the original attitude

of the beds. A locally anomalous situation exists along the inlet at
the northern end of Thetis Island where attitudes indicate that the
southwestern flank of the anticline is steeper. This is best explained

by rotational effects of three major normal faults along or adjacent to
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the inlet. With western sides displaced down, drag along the faults

has apparently steepened the dip of southwesterly dipping strata and

decreased the dip of northeasterly dipping strata.
Faults

Seven major faults, representing at least two distinct episodes

of active faulting, are present in the thesis area, Faults are recognized by breaching of normally resistant sandstone formations, trun-

cation of dip slopes, offset of formatonal contacts, linear fault scarps,
aerial photo lineations, repetition of stratigraphy, and juxtaposition
of normally separated formations. The faults are thought to be

normal faults because intersection of fault planes results in offsets
consistent with intersecting normal fault planes. Faulting occurred

before the last glacial advance because rubble from the fault scarps
has been removed or covered by glacial till.

In general, the major faults may be divided into a northwesterly
trending set and a younger north to northeasterly trending set. The
four major faults of the northwesterly system trend between N. 250 w.
and N.

350

W. On Thetis Island two faults of this system produce the

conspicuous graben structure in Lots 3, ii, i6 17, and 22 iri.which
blocks of De Courcy Formation sandstone have been downdroppedwith

respect to the underlying Cedar District Formation. Themost

easterly fault of the graben is also responsible for the formation

of
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the inlet at the northern end of Thetis Island. Movement along the
fault created a fault zone in which the resistant sandstone of the
De Courcy Formation was shattered and later removed by glaciation.
On Kuper Island two major faults of the northwesterly system also
produced a grab en in which a segment of the De Courcy Formation,

surrounded by interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones of

the Cedar District Formation, is preserved. The most easterly of
the two faults cannot be traced through the central part of Kuper Island

but is presumed to exist because of the absence of De Courcy Formation exposures on the eastern coast of Kuper Island.

This indicates

the De Courcy Formation has been truncated somewhere in the interior
of Kuper Island.

The north to northeasterly fault system trends between N. 06
and N. 30° E.

The most prominent fault of this younger set trends

N. 06° W, to N. 1Z° E. and extends from Pilkey Point on Thetis
Island to the ferry channel separating Dayman and Hudson Islands.

Evidence for the fault consists of a deep ferry channel, produced by
glacial excavation of a shatter zone between Dayman and Hudson

Islands, an accompanying change instrike of strata across the
channel, a kern col near the base of Burchell Hill. (Figure 29), the
offset of De Courcy FormatiQn outcrops on the west side of the inlet,

and the offset of the fault forming the inlet at the northern end of
Thetis Island,

The absence of the Northumberland Formation on both
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Figure 29, Kern col on the northeast side of Burchell Hill marks the
location of a major fault which juxtaposes the lower ridge
formed by the De Courcy Formation and the tipper ridge
formed by the Geoffrey Formation.
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dip slope and antidip slope of Burchell Hill is further evidence for a
fault with west side down. Two additional northeasterly faults trend.-

ing N. 30° E. and N,

160

E. form two small coves along thewestern

coastline of Thetis Island in Lots 6 and 5, respectively. The two

faults aremarked by strong lineations on aerial photos and have produced a westerly displacement of the contact of the Northumber&aid
and Geoffrey Formations,

Other faults within the thesis area produce locally prominent

features such as the sheer fault scarps truncating the dip slopes of
Hudson Island and Kuper Island betweenActive andAugustus Points
(Figures 30 and 31). An unusual V-shaped fault in Lots 25, 26, and 30

of Thetis Island has downdropped the northern end of Pilkey Point.
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Figure 30. Fault scarp truncating the dip slope of the Geoffrey
Formation on Kuper Island.
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Figure 31. Fault scarp on the west side of Kuper Island with a small
wave-cut notch. The sandstones and conglomerates are
part of the fluvial intervaL of the Geoffrey Formation.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
C oal

The most important economic resource found in the Nanaimo
Group has been coal.

The presence of coal at Nanaimo has been

known since 1835 (Usher, 1952), and mining began there in 1852
(Buckham, 1947). More than 70 million tons (British Columbia

Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Annual Report, 1969)

were produced before mining operations weresuspended in the late
1950's and early 1960's.

In the thesis area there was an effort by a company in the
1920's to locate new reserves. The company drilled near Lamaichi
Bay on the southern end of Kuper Island and reportedly coal was found;
but the depth of over 2, 000 feet made mining impractical (Nixon,

pers. comm. ).
Groundwater

At present, potable groundwater is the resource of most interest
to Gulf Island residents. The Groundwater Division of the Water

Investigations Branch is conducting a project to evaluate the ground-

water potential of the Gulf Islands in general and several islands,

including Thetis, specifically (Foweraker, pers. comm. ). Well logs,
yield, and water quality of each well and spring have been compiled
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for the target islands. If and when funds become available, one and
possibly two deep wells will be drilled in the central part of Thetis
Island to determine the stratigraphy and the groundwater potential.

Present information indicates that the best well sites are along
fault fracture zones in mudstones. In the absence of fracturing both
the mudstones and the sandstones are too tight and impermeable to be
suitable aquifers. In th.s respect, the central part of Thetis Island

would be the best area for well location because of the numerous faults

and the bedrock in the Cedar District Formation.

Petroleum
At first glance the Nanaimo Group would appear to bean ideal

site for petroleum exploration. Several companies have done reconnaissance in the Gulf Islands and Dome Oil has a lease on Kuper

Island, according toMyrus James of the Penei.akut Band Council.

Structural traps such as the Trincomali Anticline and faults which
bring sandstones into contact with mudstones (e. g. , the western

fault in cross-section B-B', Plate 2) are present. There is a
possibility of stratigraphic traps, as evidenced by the intertonguing
of the Geoffrey with the Northumberland Formation (cross-section

A-A', Plate 2), Potential source rocks would be the organic rich
mudstone units, including the Northumberland and Cedar District
Formations.
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Two factors should discourage petroleum exploration.

The

first is that there are no apparent reservoir rocks; on outcrops the
sandstones are neither porous nor permeable. The second is that
groundwater studies have shown that highest porosity and permeability

values are along fauJt zones which intersect the surface. If hydrocarbons had been generated they probably would have escaped to the

surface via the fault zones.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

Paleocurrent Data
General

Within the thesis area, sedimentary structures useful for
determination of paleocurrent directton and paleoslope include imbri-

cated pebbles, channel axes, foreset beds and laminae, groove casts
flames, and convolute bedding. A total of 92 measurements were
recorded but bidirectional indicators, such as channel axes and
groove casts, were initially plotted as two measurements in opposing
quadrants of rosette diagrams. The plot of all measurements for the
four formations (Figure 32) indicates a northerly paleocurrent direction.

The grand mean is N. 120 W. using the vector analysis method

of Potter and Pettijohn (1963). On the basis of this, the totals for the

four formations, the Cedar Distrct/De Courcy cycle, and the
Northumberland/Geoffrey cycle, were modifiedso that a northerly
direction was assumed for the bidirectional indicators, and the flames
and convolute bedding were excluded because they may form onslopes
perpendicular to channels.

The modified data are designated as

"modified totals' on the rosette diagrams and for the four formations
result in a nine degree shift from N. 12° W. to N. 03° W. (Figure 32).
A strong bias exists for northwest current direction because of the
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Figure 32. CombIned paleocurrent data for the four formations present in the thesis area.
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outcrop pattern which trends northwest-southeast and the fact that

the third dimension of suck structures as foresets was rarely observed.
A more accurate picture can only be drawn when the paleocurrent data

are combined with lateral facies and thickness changes.
Cedar District and
De Courcy Formatl,ons

As stated in the stratigraphy section, the Cedar District and
De Courcy Formations are considered one cycle of deltaic sedimenta-

tion so current and slope indicators for the two formations were
combined.

The plot of all, measurements on a rosette diagram is

scattered and has a grand mean of N. 08° W. (Figure 33), but the
modified total has a grand mean of N. 09° E. and exhibits much less
deviation from the mean (Figure 33).

Facies changes within the De Courcy Formation, as explained

in the stratigraphy section and illustrated in PLate 3, support an even

more northeasterly direction of sediment transport. The difference
between directions based on current measurements and facies changes
is probably due to the northwest-northeast outcrop pattern which
biases measurements toward the northwest when only two dimensions

of a paleocurrent indicator are observed.
Northumb erlarid and Geoffrey Formations

The Northumberland and Geoffrey Formations are considered
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Modified total (41)

Figure 33. Paleocurrent data for the Cedar District/De Courcy deltaic seqt4ezce.
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representative of a younger cycle of del.taic sedimentation. Rosette

diagrams of the total measurements and o the modified total are very
similar and indicate sediment transport toward the northwest, between
N. 13

0

W. and N.

17

0

W. (Figure 34). Again these measurements may

be influenced by the outcrop pattern. The presence of a fluvial inter-

val in the Geoffrey Formation along the entire length of the thesis
area and the marked thinning of the Northumberland Formation pro-

ceeding from north to south support a northwesterly direction of sediment transport for the younger cycle of deltaic sedimentation.
Postulated Source Areas

Figure 35 shows the present distribution of the basement corn-

plex closest to the thesis area. It consists of the Pennsylvanian-

Permian Sicker Group, Triassjc-Jurassic Vancouver Group, and
Middle to Late Jurassic Island Intrusions (Muller and Carson, 1968).
The Sicker Group is composed dominantly of greens chist derived

from intermediate pyroclas tics (Muller and Carson, 1968). The
younger Vancouver Group is also metamorphosed and consists of the

basal Karmutsen Formation basalts, the Quatsj.rio Limestone, and
Bonanza Subgroup andesites (Monger, Souther, and Gabrielse, 1972).

The Island Intrusions are batholiths of granodiorite and quartz
monzonite (Muller and Carson, 1968).
Pebble counts of De Courcy samples (Appendix F) indicate an
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Figure 34. Paleocurreut data fo the Northumbeland/Geo7frey deltaic seq'ence.
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Figure 35. Possible source areas (map from Muller and jeletzlcy, 1969).
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abundance of chert, quartzite, andesite, arid granitic rocks. Modal
analyses (Appendix G) also reveal an abundance of quartz and plagio-

clase with lesser amounts of potassium feldspar, volcanic rock fragments, and plutonic rock fragments.

This mineral assemblage, when

combined with the paleocurrent data and lateral facies changes,

suggests a provenance to thesouthwest of the thesis area, on
Vancouver Island, in which rocks of the Island Intrusions and the
Vancouver Group were exposed.

Pebble counts (Appendix F) and modal analyses (Appendis G) of

samples from the younger cycle of deltaic sedimentation show a

relative increase in amounts of andesite, p],agioclase, and volcanic

rock fragments and a decrease in amounts of chert, quartz, potassium
feldspar, and plutonic rock fragments.

This may possibly indicate a

more widespread dissection of a volcanic terrane, but when combined

with the paleocurrent data suggests a shift in source area farther south
on Vancouver Island.

The mineralogy also suggests that sediments

were derived mainly from volcanics, probably the andesites of the
Bonanza Subgroup of the Vancouver Group.

History

Deposition of the Late Cretaceous sediments of thethesis area
occurred in a subsiding marine b3sin off the northeast coast of
Vancouver Island. Mongers Souther, and Gabrielse (1972), in their
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plate tectonic interpretation o the Canadian Cordillera, suggest that

the basin was a successor basin formed after a Icollison of Vancouver
Island with the continental margin during the Jurassic. Poor sorting

of the sediments, grain angularity, and high matrix content suggest
rapid sediment deposition in a subsiding and sheltered basin inwhich
low energy marine conditions prevailed.
Sediments of the Comox, 1-Taslarn, and Extension-Protection

Formations were initially deposited in the basjn (Muller and Jeletzky,
1969) but are not exposed in the thesis area.

The first record of

sedimentation in the thesis area is the Cedar District Formation.
This formation was deposited undermarine conditions to the northeast
of a tectonicalty active source area of high relief which was drained by

high energy streams carrying large amounts of coarse clastics.
Sediments transported by this stream system prograded to the northeast forming the Cedar District/De Courcy delta complex. Initially

the coarser clastics were deposited at the margin of the basin and the

finer clay-sized material was carried offshore into the deeper marine
environment resulting in the build up of the thick prodelta mudstones

of the lower Cedar District Formation. Withtlme,, the delta prograded toward the northeast into a low energy marine environment.

Because of little reworking and a resultant low redistribution of sedi-

ments, relatively steep and unstable slopes formed in the sedimentary
fills. Slumping on these slopes generated turbidity flows which flowed
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toward the northeast to build up the delta front platform of the upper

Cedar District Formation. The sands of the individual turbidite beds

became thicker as the delta front prograded and the turbidites were
more proximal to the source.
Delta front sheet sands prograded over the delta front platform
turbidites and marked the beginning of De Courcy sedimentation.

The

thickest delta front sheet sands were deposited near the mouths of

the major streams in the northern thesis area and thinned markedly
toward the southeast, away from the locus of deposition. High energy

streams flowing only across the northern end of the thesis area
deposited fluvial sands and conglomerates, but away from the

channels, toward the southeast, deposition of delta front sands continued. With maturity of the stream system, stream gradients

decreased and the channels became partially clogged, resulting in

smaller amounts and finer clastics being transported. Continued
basin subsidence, coupled with lower rates of sedimentation, caused

a gradual transgression over the fluvial interval and marked the rettirn
to shallow marine sand deposition.

Toward the southeast, where no

fluvial deposition had occurred, this later stage is indistinguishable
from and continuous with the lower delta front sands. Later crevass-

ing of the mainstream channel resulted in an abrupt change in direction of sediment transport. With continued subsidence and the cessa-

tion of sand deposition there was a return to relatively deep marine
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mud deposition, marking the beginning of Northumberland sedimentati on.

The deposition of the prodelta muds of the lowerNorthumberland
Formation marks the beginning of the Northumberland/Geoffrey delta
complex.

This delta prograded toward the north or northwest and was

built from sediments derived either from a source area farther south
than the one supplying the Cedar District/De Courcy sediments or
from the same source which had been more deeply dissected. This

cycle of deltaic sedimentation was very similar to the first, the
direction of progradation being the only major difference. As the

lower Geoffrey delta front sands prograded northward over the delta
front platform turbidites and prodelta muds of the Northumberland

Formation, mud deposition continued to the north resulting in a thickening of the Northumberland Formation, Intertonguing of the lower

Geoffrey delta front sands with the Northumberland delta front plat-

form sediments probably resulted from minor changes in sea level,,
fluctuations in sediment supply, swinging of channel mouths, or
changes in rates of basin subsidence. High energy streams deposited

sands and conglomerates the entire length of the thesis area as the
delta prograded northward. The last recorded Cretaceou.s event is the

clogging of the channels at stream and delta maturity resulting in a
return to shallow marine deposition, evidenced by the upper sandstones
of the Geoffrey Formation,

Overlying thesediments of the second
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deltaic cycle are the Spray and Gabriola Formations which are
dominantly muds tone and sandstone, respectively; but neither forma-

tion is exposed within the thesis area,
Post-Cretaceous faulting caused the overlying sediments of the
Nanaimo Group to be folded and faulted along a northwest trend. The

faulting probably also caused the break-up of the once continuous

Cretaceous sequence into blocks, some of which today are the Gulf
Islands. In the thesis area the Trincomali Anticline and Kulleet

Syncline were formed and then faulted by a northwest-trending system

of faults which generally parallels the fold axes and a subsidiary

north- to northeast-trending fault system. Several episodes of faulting
occurred based on faults offsetting one another, but the number of
episodes is unknown.

Later, in the Pleistocene, the area was overridden by glaciers,
including the Strait of Georgia glacier (Clapp, 1914) which moved
S. 300

E. across the thesis area. The glaciers excavated the non-

resistant mudstones of the Cedar District and Northumberland Formations and the fractured materials along fault zones. The surfaces of
the Geoffrey and De Courcy Formations were stripped and thick

deposits of glacial till replaced the excavated mudstones.
The last major geological events were the slumping and landsliding of sandstone blocks on the dip slope of Moore Hill and the
formation of the wave-cut benches and notches by wave action.
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APPENDIX A

MEASURED SECTION A-B, CEDAR DISTRICT FORMATION
AND DE COURCY FORMATION

Section A-B, encompassing the upper Cedar District Formation and the De Courcy Formation,
forms the shoreline extending approximately 1, 300 feet northeast and 800 feet northwest from Foster
Point on Thetis Island, The upper Cedar District Formation underlies the low beach and marine
terrace along the western margin of Telegraph Harbour; the De Courcy Formation forms the resistant
ribs of Foster Point. The section was measured to provide a detailed description of the upper Cedar
District Formation and the contact with the overlying De Courcy Formation and to provide a comparison of the relative thickness of the De Courcy Formation with a composite section at the northern end
of Thetis Island.

Terminal point (B, Plate 1) is the upper surface of the last sandstone rib found in the cove to
the west of Foster Point. Bearings from the terminal point to Active Point on Kuper Island and the
navigation light on Alarm Rock are S. 28° E. and S. 11° W., respectively.
Contact at B: Northumberland Formation and the underlying De Courcy Formation is covered
by beacn mud and the contact is undoubtedly glacially excavated as evidenced by glacial striations
trending N. 28 W. on the uppermost sandstone of the De Courcy, Formation.

Interval (feet)

Description

De Courcy Formation (Thickness
130-92

130 feet).

Sandstone with very thin siltstone and mudstone partings: resistant rib-former:
yellowish gray (SY 8/1), weathered; light olive gray (5Y 6/1), fresh: laminated,
but the laminations are visible only on weathered surfaces; dominantly mediumgrained with isolated zones containing mudstone rip-ups up to one foot in length;
moderately well sorted; subangular to subrounded quartz with minor feldspar and
lithic fragments; lower contact is covered; calcareous sandstone nodules and
concretions up to 10 feet in length are present; in the spray zone the sandstone is
honeycomb weathered producing a waffle-like surface pattern.

92-84

Covered by beach mud.

84-0

Sandstone as at 92. At 0 attitude is N. 25° W., 12° SW., proceed S. 65° W.
upsection.

Contact: De Courcy Formation and Cedar District Formation; sharp and almost planar with a
maximum relief of one inch.
Cedar District Formation (Thickness 105 feet). Unit description: sequence of repetitively
bedded sandstone, siitstone, and mudstone unit as a whole is iion-resistant but some sandstone beds
form resistant ribs: unit appears dusky yellowish gray (SY 6/2) on beach outcrop: bedding consists
of interbedded thinly laminated to laminated sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones, normally
graded; within the unit many beds laterally vary in thickness and wedge out either by erosional
truncation or depositional thinning: each normal graded bed has sharp and planar or load deformed
lower and upper contacts: unit as a whole is unfossilifeous except for abundant worm burrows found
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Interval (feet)

Description

dominantly on siltstone and mudstone bedding planes and woody debris within the siltstones and
mudstones.
Sandstones: resistant rib- and ledge-formers: dominantly light olive gray (5Y 5/2),
weathered; medium light gray (N6), fresh: dominantly thinly laminated to laminated and exhibit
rib-and-furrow, channel, and soft sediment deformation structures; dominantly fine-grained,
moderately well sorted; subangular quartz with feldspar and lithic fragments; in general the percentage
of sandstone increases upward in the unit.
Siltstones: non-resistant: dominantly light olive gray (5Y 5/2), weathered; medium light gray
(N6), fresh: thinly laminated to laminated and exhibit burrow mottling and convolute bedding;
contacts are gradational, usually over a thickness of two to three inches which usually results in the
absence of a pure siltstorie, only sandy siltstone and muddy siltstone.
Mudstones: non-resistant: medium gray (N5), weathered; medium dark gray (N4), fresh:
bedding indistinguishable in lower part of the unit because weathering produces chips approximately
one inch long, but in the upper part of the unit the mudstones are laminated; some mudstones exhibit
load casts and sand-filled worm burrows.
The unit may be divided into lower and upper sandstone intervals separated by a mudstone
interval. Detailed 10 foot described sections from each interval follow.
105-42

Sandstone interval: at 83 offset 40 feet southeast along strike to avoid cliff,
attitude is N. 28 W., 13° SW,; at 76 offset 30 feet southeast along top of bed
to avoid cliff; at 63 offset 50 feet southeast along strjke to avoid cliff, attitude

is N. 31 W., 15 SW.; 63-53 is described below:
63-60

Sandstone; resistant: dusky yellow (5Y 6/4), weathered; light olive gray
(5Y 6/1), fresh: laminated; grain size grades from very coarse-grained at base
to very fine-grained at top; subangular quartz with minor feldspar and mica
grains.

60-59.5

59. 5-58

58-57. 5

57. 5-57
57-54
54-53,75
53. 75-53

Siltstone: non-resistant: light olive gray (SY 6/1), weathered; medium gray
(N5), fresh: laminated (approximately six laminae per inch) with platy parting;
along partings woody debris is present; upper contact is sharp, planar, and
erosional as evidenced by truncation by overlying sandstone six feet southeast
along strike; lower ouact is gradational with underlying sandstone.
Sandstone as at 60: grain size grades from medium-grained at base to very
fine-grained at top; erosionally truncated 10 feet southeast along strike by
sandstone described t 60.
Mudstozie as in unit description: laminated; numerous vertical sand-filled worm
burrows; upper contact sharp and undulating with one inch amplitude and
11 inch wavelength.
Sjltstone as at 59.5; numerous vertical sand-filled worm burrows.
Sandstone as at60,
Mudstone as in unit description: upper contact sharp and essentially planar;
contains numerous vertical sand-filled worm burrows.
Siitstone as at 59.5. At 53 offset 40 feet southeast along top of bed to avoid
cliff.
At 43 offset 50 feet southeast along top of sandstone bed to avoid cliff, attitude is

N. 39 W., 8 SW.
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Description

Interval (feet)
42-15

36-33.67
33. 67-33. 16

33. 16-25

Mudstone interval: southeast along strike the interval becomes more sandyuntll -it
becomes dominantly sand at the point it disappears under water; 36-24 is
described below:
Mudstone as in unit description: southeast along strike sandstone lenses in the
mudstone occur.
Sandstone: resistant: light olive gray (N7), weathered; dark gray (N3), fresh:
no internal bedding is visible; rather it appears as a single sandstone lens
pinching out six feet northwest and southeast along strike; -fine-grained sand
with numerous mudstone rip-ups up to two feet long and five inches thick;
moderately well sorted; subangular quartz fragments with very minor lithic,
feldspar -and mica grains; lower contact is sharp and may be erosional with a
maximum of six Inches of relief from the lens -edge to the center of the lens;
upper contact appears sharp and almost planar.
Mudstone as in unit description; no burrowing -is evident; contains a calcareous
nodule three inches In diameter. At 33 offset 75 feet southeast -along strike -to
avoid -cliff.

25-24. 8

24. 8-24.67
-24. 67-24.5

24.5-24

Siltstone: non-resistant: dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered; medium
gray (N5), -fresh; -upper and lower contacts with enclosing mudstone appear
gradational.
Mudstone as in unit description; no burrowing is evident.
Siltstone as-at 24.8; appears as-a 16 inch long lens pinching put southeast and
northwest along strike.
Mudstone as in unit description: weathers into elongate chips approximately
one inch -long: no burrowing is evident.

15-0

10.25-8.33

8.33-6.5

6.5-5.67
5.67-5.5
5.5-5.25

5.25-4
4-3

3-2.5

Sandstone interval: at 11 offset 75 feet southeast along top of bed to avoid cliff:
10. 25-0 is described below:
Mudstone as in unit description: upper three inches contains numerous sand-filled vertical worm burrows.
Siltstone and mudstone: convolute bedding probably as the result of subaqueous
slumping since the overlying niudstone is -undisturbed.
Sandstone as in unit description: extends laterally over underlying section and
is not truncated within the visible section.
Mudstone as in unit description: extends laterally over scour-and-fill channels.
Siltstone as in unit description: erosionally truncated six feet northwest along
strike by a scour-and-fill channel of sandstone and liniey mudstone which in
turn is truncated another six feet northwest by a sandstone, siltstone, and
mudstone channel within which is a 3/4 inch thick sandy lignite band.
Sandstone as -in unit des-criptio: truncated seven feet northwest along strike
by channels described at 5.25.
Mudstone as -in unit description; wedges out 75 feet southeast -along strike and
is erosionally truncated seven feet northwest along strike by channel described

at 5.25.
Sandstone as in unit description; dominantly parallel laminae with platy
splitting properties: seven-feet northwest along strike bed is truncated by
channels described at -5, 25.
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Interval (feet)

2.5-1.67
1.67-1
1-0

Description

MudstQne as in unit description: contains a few vertical worm burrows: wedges
out 15 feet southeast along strike and thickens to 16 Inches four feet northwest
along strike,
Siltstone as in unit description.
Sandstone as in unit description: lower 10 inches composed of parallel larninae;
upper two inches conposed of laminae with 4.5 inch wavelength and 0.5 inch
amplitude.

Contact at A: Sharp and essentially planar with underlying mudtone. Contact i within the
Cedar District Formation.

Initial point (A, Plate 1) is located along the eastern margin of Foster Pointand is at the base of
a one foot thick sandstone approximately five feet above water level on a low tide of 2. 3 feet.
Bearings from the initial point to the school dome on Kuper Island and the high water mark on
Active Point are S. 76° E. and S. 150 E., respectively. Attitude Is N 39° W., 18° W.; proceed
S. 51° W. upsection.
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MEASURED SECTION C-D, DE COURCY FORMATION

Section C -D forms the resistant cap of the northeasterly dipping cuesta known as Moore Hill in
Lot 23 on Thetis Island. Section was measured to determine approximate thickness of the lower
De Courcy Formation so a compositethickness could be computed for the formation on northern Thetis
Island.

Terminal point (D, Plate 1) is on the ridge crest of Moore Hill northwest of the highest point on
the hill. Approximately 1, 200 feet separate the terminal point and the highest point of the hill.
Bearing from the terminal point to the highest point of Burchell Hill is S. 21 W.

Contact at D: Within the De Courcy Formation: covered; arbitrarily selected where vegetation
and mass wasting make accurate section description impossible.
Interval (feet)

Description

184-127

Sandstone, pebbly sandstone, and pebble conglomerate: forms vertical cliff so
thickness was measured by dropping a tape from the top of the cliff: mottled light
gray (N7), weathered; grayish orange ( 1OYR 7/4), fresh: appears very thick
bedded but close examination is impossible because of the sheerness of the cliff;
sandstones are coarse- to very coarse-grained and the coarser clastics are
dominantly coarse pebbles averaging 10 mm in diameter with an occasional
cobble up to 150 mm in diameter; poorly to very poorly sorted; sand grains are
angular to subangular fragments of quartz, feldspar, and mica and the pebbles are
dominantly rounded to subrounded chest and lithic clasts; lower contact is very
sharp and almost planar; cliff face is approximately 5% conglomerate, 50% pebbly
sandstone, and 45% sandstone.

127- 126

Sandstone: non-resistant: yellowish gray (5Y 7/2), weathered; yellowish gray
(SY 8/1), fresh: thinly cross-laminated (approximately 38 laminae perinch);
very fine-grained; very well sorted; subangular to angular quartz, feldspar, mica,
and lithic grains; lower contact covered; cross-laminated sets range in thickness
from one-half to two inches and show multiple scour-and-fill; all sets within the
coset indicate a northerly flowing paleocurrent.

126 -40

Covered by vegetation and sandstone and conglomerate boulders: on the basis of
the attitude at 126 (N, 55°W., 110 E.), proceed N. 35° E. upsection at 40,

40-37

Covered by road bed.

37-28

Covered by vegetation

28-0

Sandstone: resistant ledge.4ormer: yellowish gray (SY 7/2), weathered; dusky
yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), fresh: much of the interval is covered but it appears
to be thick bedded; dominantly medium- to coarse-grained; well sorted subangular
quartz, feldspar, Uthic, muscovite, and biotite grains.
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Contact at A: Contact between the De Courcy Formation and the underlying Cedar District
Formation. Contact was selected at the base of a 28 foot thick sandstone which overlies interbedded
sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones of the upper Cedar District Formation.
Initial point (C, Plate 1) is the base of a 28 foot thick sandstone on the southwest side of the
road to Pilkey Point. Initial point is approximately 650 feet south of the hairpin turn in the northwest corner of Lot 23 and approxImately 1, 300 feet northwest of the top of Moore Hill. The initial
point is approximately 25 feet below the western edge of the road to Pilkey Point. Attitude is
S. 67 E., 11 E., proceed N. 23 E. upsection.
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MEASURED SECTION E-F, DE COURCY FORMATION

Section E-F, within the De Courcy Formation, forms the prominent ribs of Pilkey Point and is
located at the northeastern corner of Thetis island in the northwestern corner of Lot 30. The section
is composed of a series of sedimentary packets which are normal graded in gros aspect. The coarser
strata form the resistant ribs of Pilkey Point while the finer grained strata form the indentations.

Terminal point (F, Plate 1) is the water line two hours after a low tide of 2.9 feet on the
eastern-most rib of Pilkey Point. The bearing to the high water mark on the east side of Ragged Islet
is N. 49 E. Approximately five to ten feet of section, possibly marking the top of the formation,
remains but is under water.
Description

Interval (feet)
166.5-164

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: medium light gray (N6}, weathered; medium
light olive gray (SY 5/1), fresh: thick bedded; medium-grained, poorly sorted;
angular to subanguiar quartz, feldspar, lithic, and muscovite fragments; lower
contact concealed.

164-163,5

Covered by shell debris but is probably non-resistant fine-grained sandstone or
siltstone.

163. 5-163

Sandstone as at 164 but is thin bedded.

163-160.5

Covered by shell debris.

160. 5-160

Sandstone as at 164 but is thin bedded.

160-158

Pebbly sandstone: resistant rib-former: medium light gray (N6), weathered;
medium light olive gray (5Y 5/1), fresh: thin bedded; medium-grained with
very fine- to fine-pebbles in matrix support, very poorly sorted angular to
subangular quartz, feldspar, lithic, and muscovite sand grains with rounded to
subrounded quartz and lithic pebbles; upper contact is gradational with the sandstone above; calcareous concretions up to one foot in diameter and of the same
composition and grain size as the enclosing sandstone are present.

158-156.5

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: as at 164 but is thin bedded; upper contact is
marked by flames with up to six inches relief which indicate a northwest
descending paleoslope; load deformation is also evidenced by ball-and-pillow
structures 0 detached balls of pebbly sandstone up to four inches in diameter
within the sandstone.

156.5-155.5

Siltstone: non-resistant: yellowish gray (5Y 7/2), weathered; light olive gray
(5Y 5/2), fresh: thinly laminated; silt and very fine-grained sand, well sorted;
subangular; upper contact gently undulating with one inch relief.

155. 5-147

Pebbly coarse-grained sandstone grading upward into a medium-grained sandstone: resistant rib-former: medium light gray (N6), weathered; rn edium light
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Interval (feet)

Description

olive gray (5Y 5/1), fresh: very thick bedded with a pebbly coarse-grained sandstone at base grading upward into a medium-grained sandstone with scattered
pebbles and at the top a medium-grained sandstone; very poorly sorted; angular
to subangular quartz, feldspar, and lithic sand grains with subrounded very fineand fine-pebbles of quartz and lithics; calcareous sandstone concretions up to one
foot in diameter scattered throughout the interval along with isolated zones of
honeycomb weathering; upper contact sharp and gently undulating with up to
one inch relief.
147-145

Siltstone as at 155.5.

145-138.5

Pebbly sandstone; resistant: dark yellowish brown ( 1OYR 4/2), weathered light
olive gray (5Y 6/1), fresh: thick bedded; coarse-grained sand with isolated very
fine- and fine-pebbles in matrix support, very poorly sorted; angular to subangular
quartz, feldspar, and lithic sand grains with subrounded quartz and lithic pebbles;
upper contact is sharp and gently undulating with two inches of relief.

138. 5-136.5

Siltstone as at 155.5.

136. 5-133

Pebbly sandstone as at 138.5.

133-130.5

Slltstone as at 155.5.

130.5-127.5

Pebbly sandstone as at 138.5, At 130.5 offset approximately 150 feet northwest
alongtop of sandstone to avoid brush covered ridge.

127.5-126

Siltstone: non-resistant: yellowish gray (5Y 7/2),, weathered; light olive gray
5Y 5/2), fresh: thinly laminated; silt and very fine-grained sand, well sorted;
subangular; upper contact undulating with four foot wavelength and six inch
amplitude; vertical worm burrows mulled with coarser iron-stained sznd,

126-120.25

Sandstone: resistant: dusky yellowish gray (SY 6/2), weathered; yellowish gray
(5Y 712), fresh: very thick bedded; coarse-grained, poorly sorted; angular to
subangular quartz, feldspar, and lithic fragments with isolated mudstone rip-ups
up to four inches long; upper contact sharp and gently undulating with less than
one inch relief; zones of cavernous and honeycomb weathering; isolated calcareous
sandstone concretions up to 1. 5 feet in diameter.

120. 25-120

Sandstone: non-resistant: dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered end fresh:
thinly laminated; very fine- to fine-grained, well sorted; subangular quartz,
feldspar, and lithic fragments.

120-119.5

Sandstone; resistant: dusky yellow (5Y 6/4), weathered; yellowish gray (SY 7/2),
fresh: thin bedded; medium-grained, well sorted; subangular to subrounded quartz
and feldspar fragments with minor lithics and lirnonitic iron stain; upper contact
sharp and gently undulating with less than one-half inch of relief.
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Description

Interval (feet)
119.5-117

Sandstone as at 120. 25: upper contact gently undulating with less than one-half
inch of relief. At 119. 5 offset approximately 100 feet northwest along top of
sandstone to avoid cliff.

117-115.5

Sandstone as at 119.5.

115, 5-112.5

Sandstone as at 120,25.

112.5-109.5

Sandstone asat 119.5.

109.5-108

Sandstone as at 120, 25.

108-103.5

Sandstone as at 119. 5.

103.5-101.5

Sandstone as at 120. 25: apparent worm burrow evidenced by circular infilling of
limonitic stained medium-grained sand.

101.5-99

Sandstone as at 119.3.

99-85

Covered by shell debris, probably a non-resistant mudstone or siltstone.

83-80

Sandstone: resistant: light olive gray (5Y 5/2), weathered; dusky yellowish gray
(5Y 6/2), fresh: laminated to thinly laminated; medium-grained grading upward
into fine-grained, well sorted; subangular to subrounded quartz, feldspar, and
lithic fragments; upper contact covered; isolated pebbly sandstone lenses up to
three feet in width containing very fine to fine pebbles of quartz and lithic
fragments. At 85 attitude changes to N. 510 W., 16 N.E., proceed upsectipn
N. 39 E.

80-74

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: light olive gray (SY 5/2), weathered; dusky
yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), fresh; laminated and thinly laminated rib-and-furrow with
scour-and-fill; medium-grained, moderately well sorted (fine to very coarse
sand); subangular quartz, feldspar, and lithic fragments; upper contact is gradational with overlying sandstone; isolated zones of honeycomb weathering.

74-72

Covered by shell debris.

72-65

Sandstone: resistant: dusky yellowish gray (SY 6/2), weathered; yellowish
brown (1OYR 6/4), fresh: laminated at base to thinly laminated at top; mediumgrained imperceptibly grading upward into fine-grained sand; subangular grains of
quartz, feldspar, and lithics grading upward into subrounded grains of same
composition; upper contact is covered.

65-63

Pebbly sandstone: resistant: light olive gray (5Y 6/1), weathered; light olive gray
(5Y 5/2), fresh: thin bedded; dominantly a medium-grained sand but with
pebbles up to 10 mm in diameter suspendedir the sand matrix, very pooily sorted;
subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, biotite, and lithic grains with subrounded
quartz and lithic pebbles; upper contact gradational over six inch interval.
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Interval (feet)

Description

63-60. S

Sandstone as at 65 except the sandstone is wholly medium-grained; upper contact
marked by load casts with up to two inches of relief,

60.5-59. 5

Pebbly sandstone as at 63.

59.5-40.5

Sandstone: resistant: dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered; yellowish brown
(1OYR 6/4), fresh: laminated gradually changing to thinly laminated upward;
medium-grained grading upward to very fine-grained; sorting ranges from
moderately well sorted for medium sand to well sorted for fine- and very finegrained sandstone; subangular quartz, feldspar, and lithic fragments; upper contact
marked by convolute bedding and flames; flames have as much as five inches of
reIef above the contact and as long as one foot. Paleocurrent data from foresets
in the very fine-grained sandstone indicate current toward the northwest. Paleoslope data from the flames indicate slope toward the northwest.

40.5-39.5

Pebbly sandstone as at 63.

39. 5-29

Covered by shell debris. At 39. 5 attitude is N. 40° W,, 13° N, E.

29-25

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered;
grayish orange (1OYR 7/4), fresh: thinly laminated with rib-and-furrow structure;
grades from a coarse, moderately well sorted sandstone at base into a medium,
well sorted sandstone at top; subangular quartz, feldspar, and lithic fragments
with limonitic stain and non-calcareous cement; upper surface marked by
calcareous sandstone concretions of varying shapes but on the average about one
foot in diameter,

25-24

Siltstone: non-resistant: yellowish brown (1OYR 6/4), weathered; grayish orange
(1OYR 7/4), fresh: thinly laminated with foresets and scour-and-fill structures;
silt with some very fine-grained sand, well sorted; quartz, feldspar, and lithic
fragments; uppercontact marked by load coasts with up to four inches of relief
and by some flames. At 25 offset northwest 20 feet to avoid overhang.

24-19

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: grayish black (N2), weathered; dusky yellowish
gray (SY 6/2), fresh; thinly laminated; grades from a pebbly medium-grained
sand upward to a very fine-grained sand, poorly sorted to well sorted; subangular
to subrounded sand grains of quartz, feldspar, and lithics:with subrounded very fine
to fine pebbles of quartz and lithics; upper contact appears sharp and planar, upper
one-half which is above high water is honeycomb weathered.

19-18.5

Siltstone: non-resistant, forming a deep recess in antidip slope making it
impossible to obtain hand sample: upper contact sharp with scattered load casts
with maximum relief of three inches.

18.5-16.5

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: moderate yellowish brown (1OYR 5/4), weathered;
light gray (N7), fresh: thinly laminated; very fine-grained, well sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, and minor lithic grains with a non-calcareous cement;
upper contact sharp and gently undulating with one inch of relief.
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interval (feet)

Description

16. 5-15

Mudstone or slltstOne: non-resistant, forming a deep recess making it impossible
to obtain a hand sample; upper contact sharp and gently undulating with one
inch of relief.

15-14

Covered by sandstone boulders.

14-12,5

Sandstone: resistant: light olive gray (SY 6/1% weathered; dark yellowish brown
(1OYR 4/2), fresh: thinly laminated; medium-grained, moderately well sorted;
subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and lithic fragments with a noncalcareous cement.

12. 5-10

Covered by shell debris.

10-0

Sandstone: prominent rib-former; moderate olive gray (5Y 4/2), weathered; dusky
yellowish gray (5Y 6/2% fresh: thinly laminated with rib-and-furrow structures;
medium-grained, poorly sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and lithic
fragments with a non-calcareous cement. At 10 offset 15 feet northwest along
strike to avoid rubble.

Contact at E: Contact at the base of the initial sandstone unit is below water level. The initial
point is at the edge of a vertical drops four feet abovethe water level.
Initial point (E, Plate 1) is the western edge of the westernmost sandstone rib of Pilkey Point
approximately four feet above water level, 40 minutes before a low tide of 1.2 feet. Bearings from
the initial point to high water marks on the northern tip of Fraser Point and western edge of Ragged
Islet are N. 89 W. and N. 36 W., respectively. Attitude is N. 40 W., 12 N. E., proceed

N. 50 F. upsection.
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MEASURED SECTION G-H, DE COURCY, NORTHUMBERLAND,
AND GEOFFREY FORMATIONS

Section G-H, encompassing the upper De Courcy, Northumberland, and lower Geoffrey
Formations, forms North Cove at the northern end of Thetis Island and the bounding points on either
side of the cove. The De Courcy Formation holds up the point between the inlet and the re-entrant
beach of North Cove which is formed by the main body of the Northumberland Formation. Between the
featureless beach and the eastern margin of Fraser Point is a zone of intertonguing between the
Northumberland Formation and the Geoffrey Formation. The two formations consist of five tongues
each. In general, the Northumberland Formation forms recessed coves and the Geoffrey Formation
forms prominent ribs. The main body of the Geoffrey Formation forms Fraser Point. The section was
measured to provide detailed Uthologic descriptions, thicknesses, and stratigraphic relationships of
the three formations.

Terminal point (H, Plate 1) is approximately 50 feet west of the western edge of the read to
Fraser Point along the ridge crest, approximately 5/8 mile north of the junction with North Cove Road,
Based on the average strike and dip and the width of Fraser Point approximately 330 feet of Geoffrey
Formation remains to be measured but dense underbrush makes this impossible.

Contact at H: Withinthe main member of the Geoffrey Formation: covered arbitrarily selected
where vegetation becomes too dense for accurate section description.
Interval (feet)

Description

Geoffrey Formation, Main Member (Kgb) (Thickness = 352 feet). Unit description: sandstone
with minor conglomerate: resistant ridge-former: very pale orange (1OYR 8/2) to light gray (N7),
weathered; yellowish brown (1OYR 6/4) to moderate yellowish brown (1OYR 5/2), fresh: thin to very
thick bedded; dominantly medium- to coarse-grained; moderately well sorted; subangular quartz,
feldspar, muscovite, biotite, and lithic grains; contacts are usually covered by vegetation.
352-347

Sandstone: resistant ledge-former: light gray (N7), weathered; yellowish brown
(1OYR 6/4), fresh: thick bedded; medium- to coarse-grained; moderately well
sorted; subangular quartz and feldspar with minor mica and lithic grains; lower
contact covered.

347-305

Covered by vegetationandroad bed.

305-299

Pebble and cobble conglomerate: resistant ledge-former: vegetationand deep
weathering prevent accurate color determination: very thick bedded; mediumgrained sand to cobbles; very poorly sorted; angular to subangular sand grains of
quartz, feldspar, mica, and lithics with rounded to subrounded pebbles and cobbles
of chert, quartz, quartzite, and igneous rock fragments; lower contact sharp with
less than six inches of relief.

299-295

Sandstone: resistant ledge-former: light olive gray (5Y 5/2), weathered; yellowish
brown (1OYR 5/2), fresh: thin bedded (two feet); lower two feet is pebbly grading
upward into a medium-. to coarse-grained sandstone; poorly sorted; subangular to
subrounded quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and lithic fragments with subrounded very
fine to fine pebbles of quartz and lithics; lower contact covered.
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Interval (feet)

Description

295-257

Covered by vegetation.

257-253

Pebbly sandstone: resistant ledge-former: light olive gray (5Y 5/2), weathered;
yellowish brown ( 1OYR 5/2), fresh; appears thin bedded but outcrop is limited;
medium- to coarse-grained sand with very fine to fine pebbles in matrix support;
poorly sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and lithic sand grains with
subrounded to rounded pebbles of quartz and lithics; lower contact covered; may
contain pebble conglomerate channels as suggested by float at the base of the
outcrop area.

253 -205

Covered by vegetation.

205-185

Sandstone: resistant cliff-former: very pale orange (1OYR 812), weathered;
yellowish brown (1OYR 5/2), fresh: thick to very thick bedded with no internal
laminations visible; medium- to coarse-grained; moderately well sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, biotite and lithic grains; lower contact
covered.

185-60

Steep slope covered by vegetation and sandstone boulder rubble.

60-30

Steep slope dominantly covered but with isolated outcrops of sandstone with very
thin mudstone partings: sandstone appears to be the same as at 185.

30-0

Steep slope covered by sandstone boulders and road bed, Average attitude across
Fraser Point is N. 18° W., 15° W.

Contact: Geoffrey Formation, Main Member (Kg5) and Northumberland Formation, Tongue 5
(l(5); covered and arbitrarily set at sharp break in slope.

Northumberland Formation, Tongue 5 (K5) (Thickness =283 feet).
283-247

Covered by mud beach.

247-59

Mudstone and siltstone with intercalated sandstone: resistance to weathering
increases with increase In percentages of siltstone and sandstone: dominantly thinly
laminated to laminated siltstone, mudstone, and sandstone with rare thin bedded
sandstone; grain size ranges from mud to medium-grained sand; dominantly quartz
and feldspar grains; mudstone and siltstone dominant throughout unit but sandstone
percentage increases upward in the unit; appears to be composed of normal
graded sets of siltstone to mudstone, and sandstone to mudstone; upper and lower
contacts of interval covered; on isolated siltstone bedding planes numerous worm
burrows are found; thickest beds (up to three feet) are at the base of the interval.
Mudstones: non-resistant: medium light gray (N6) to dark gray (N3),
weathered medium dark gray (N4), fresh: probably thinly laminated but
weathering produces mudstone chips approximately two inches long; lower
contacts with coarser sediments are gradational but upper contacts with coarser
sediments are sharp and exhibit load casts with one-half inch relief and groove
casts; thicknesses range from one inch to three feet with an average of one foot,
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Interval (feet)

Description

Siltstones: non-resistant: pale olive (1OY 6/2), weathered (wet); olive gray
(5Y 4/1), fresh (wet); thinly laminated; very well sorted; contacts with overlying
finer and underlying coarser sediments are gradational; contact with underlying
finer sediments is sharp; tops of siltstones are sites of worm burrow preservation;
thickness ranges from one inch to one foot with approximate average of four inches,
Sandstones: resistant: light brownish gray (5YR 6/1), weathered (wet);
dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), fresh: very thin to thin bedded depending on
sandstone thickness because each sandstone bed exhibits no internal bedding;
dominantly medium-grained sands; moderately well sorted; subangular quartz,
feldspar, mica, and lithic fragments; lower contacts are sharp but undulating with
groove casts and load casts with up to three inches relief; upper contacts gradational; thicknesses range from one inch to two feet but average four inches.
At 193 offset 100 feet south along bedding plane, attitude is N. -20 W.,

19 W. At 59 attitude is N. 23° W., 24° W.
59-0

Covered by mud beach. At 0 attitude is N. -25°W., 26° W.

Contact: Northumberland Formation, Tongue 5 (K) and Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 4
(Kg4); covered.
Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 4 (Kg4) (Thickness = 77 feet).
77-0

Sandstone: resistant rib-former; dusky yellowish gray (SY 6/2), weathered;
moderate olive gray (5Y 5/1), fresh: laminated (two to five laminae per inch);
medium-grained; moderately well sorted; subangular to subrounded quartz and
feldspar fragments. At 77 offset 100 feet along top of bed southward to avoid water.

Contact: Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 4 (Kg4) and Northumberland Formation, Tongue 4 (K);
sharp with minor load casts .with less than two inches of relief and groove casts trending northwest,
Northumberland Formation, Tongue 4 (K4) (Thickness
37-12

37 feet).

Interbedded mudstone, siltstone, and sandstone: non-resistant:
Mudstones: medium gray (N5), weathered; grayish black (N2), fresh:
laminated but found as chips approximately one inch long; lower contacts appear
-gradational, upper contacts are sharp.
Siltstones: grayish brawn (5YR 3/2), weathered; very pale orange (1OYR 8/2)
to pale yellowish orange (1OYR 8/6), fresh: thinly laminated with foresets,
flames, and convolute bedding; silt and very fine-grained sand; moderately well
sorted; contacts are gradational with underlying coarser -and overlying finer grained
sediments; contacts sharp with underlying finer and overlying coarser grained
sediments.
Sandstones: -grayish brown (5YR 3/2), weathered; grayish orange (1OYR 7/2),
fresh: laminated to thin bedded; very fine- to medium-grained; moderately well
sorted; -subangular to subrounded quartz, feldspar, and mica -fragments; lower
contacts sharp but marked by load casts and groove casts; upper contacts gradational into siltstone and mudstone.
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Interval (feet)

Description
Sequence:
0. Mudstone
n. Sandstone

m. Mudstone
1.

...........9

.............3

14

Siltstone and very fine sandstone

.......

k. Mudstone
j. Siltstone .
i. Siltstone and xnudstone
h. Sandstone
g. Mudstone

12
............5

S

..........

12

.

3

.

24

. .

6

,

.

f. Sandstone........

e. Siltstone and mudstone
d. Very fine sandstone
c.
b. Very fine sandstone
a.

4
S

Si.ltstone ..........42

.....24

Siltstone ............132

12-0

Covered: at 0 attitude is N. 23° W., 29° W.
Contact: Northumberland Formation, Tongue 4 (K4) and Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 3 (Kg3);

covered.

Goeffrey Formation, Tongue 3 (Kg3) (Thickness 93 feet).

93-0

Sandstone; resistant rib-former: brownishgray (5YR 4/1), weathered; grayish
orange (IOYR 7/2), fresh: laminated; medium- to coarse-grained; moderately
well sorted; subrounded quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and lithic fragments. At
80 offset 150 feet north along strike. At 0 attitude is N. 27 W., 32 W.

Contact: Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 3 (K 3) and Northumberland Formation, Tongue 3
g
(K3); covered.
Northumberland Formation, Tongue 3 (K3) (Thickness

33-0

33 feet).

Covered, assumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

Contact: Northumberland Formation, Tongue 3 (K ) and Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 2
(Kg2); covered.
Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 2 (Kg2) (Thickness = 54 feet).
54-6

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: brownish gray (5YR4/l), weathered; light olive
gray (5Y 6/1),fresh: laminated; dominantly medium-grained; moderately well
sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and biotite grains; lower contact
sharp.
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Interval (feet)

Description

6-5

Siltstone: non-resistant: dark gray (N3), weathered; medium light gray (N6),
fresh: laminated to very thin bedded; silt and very fine-grained sand; well
sorted; subangular; lower contact gradational over three inches.

5-0

Sandstone as at 6.

Contact: Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 2 (K 2 and Northumberland Formation, Tongue 2 (K);
8
covered.
Northumberland Formation, Tongue 2 (K2) (Thickness = 9 feet).
9-0

Covered, assumed to be non-resistant mudstone. At 0 attitude is N. 310 W.,
350

s.w.

Contact: Northumberland Formation, Tongue 2 (K2) and Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 1
(Kg1); covered.
Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 1 (K

29-0

gi ) (Thickness

29

feet).

Sandstone; resistant rib-former; brownish gray (5YR 4/1), weathered; light olive
gray(5Y 6/1), fresh: laminated; coarse-grained grading upward into mediumgrained sand; moderately well sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and

biotite fragments. At 0 attitude is N. 33 W., 38° S.W.
and Northumberland Formation, Main Member
Contact: Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 1 (K
g1
(Kni); covered.

Northumberland Formation, Main Member (K1) (Thickness = 494 feet).
494-0

Covered by cobble beach and mudflat assumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

AtOattitude is N. 33°W., 43°S.W.
Contact: Northumberland Formation, Main Member (Kni) and De Courcy Formation appears
sharp and planar producing the prominent point and dip slope at the eastern margin of North Cove.
Irregularities in the dip slope are probably the result of weathering and glacial excavation.
De Courcy Formation (Thickness

184 feet).

Unit 4 - Unit description (Thickness = 66 feet): Sandstone: resistant to non-resistant: dusky
yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weatbe red and fresh: very thick bedded sandstone interbedded with lami-

nated sandstone; laminated sandstone very fine-grained, very thick bedded sandstone dominantly
medium- to coarse-grained; laminated sands are very well sorted and very thick bedded sands are
moderately well sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, mica, and lithic fragments.
66-49

Sandstone: colors as in unit description: very thick bedded at base changing to
thinly laminated at top; basal pebbly sandstone grading upward into a mediumgrained sand; very poorly to well sorted; subangular sand and subrounded pebbles;
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Interval (feet)

Description

mineralogy as in unit description; top of interval is dip slope into North Cove,
lower contact is sharp and undulating with less than two inches of relief. At 66
offset approximately 360 feet south along dip slope.
49-43

Sandstone: light gray (N7) to dark gray (N3), weathered; medium light gray (N6),
fresh: laminated as in unit description; lower contact gradational over 10 inches;
upper contact marked by vertical worm burrows; woody debris along sandstone
partings.

43-39

Sandstone: thick bedded as in unit description; lower contact sharp with load casts
with less than one inch of relief; contains mudstone rig-ups up to four inches in
length.

39-38

Sandstone: laminated as-in unit description; lower contact covered.

38-35

Covered by mud and shell debris.

35-33

Sandstone: laminated as at 43; lower contact sharp with one inch of relief.

33-1

Sandstone: resistant: color as -in unit description: -thin and thick bedded sandstone
with laminated and thinly laminated sandstone interbeds two to eight inches
thick; medium- to coarse-grained with very fine- to fine-grained- interbeds; well
sorted; subangular -to subrounded quartz, feldspar, muscovite, and biotite grains;
-lower contact covered;-isolated zones of honeycomb weathering.

1-0

Covered by mud and shell debris.

Contact: Unit 4/Unit 3: covered.
Unit 3 - Unit description (Thickness = 50 feet) Sandstone and pebbly sandstone: -resistant ribformer: dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered and fresh: dominantly thick bedded with laminated
lenses; medium- to coarse--grained sand with channels of very fine to fine pebble conglomerate and
medium to very fine sand; moderately well to well sorted; subangular to subrounded quartz, muscovite,
biotite, feldspar, and lithic fragments. At 40-36 thre-e calcareous concretionS which are 5, 16, and
24 inches -in diameter. At 27-25 there is a channel with basal laminated very fine sand overlain by
eight inches of alternating laminated very fine and coarse sand. At 14 there is a channel with an
erosional bottom contact; initially coarse-grained sand-with pebbles and mudstone rip-ups up to 12
inches long; at 16-18 the channel is a pebble conglomerate along-the axis: consisting of subrounded
to rounded very fine to fine pebble clasts of quartz and lithics. At 40 offset 30 feet southeast along
strike.

Contact: Unit 3/Unit 2: sharp with less than one-half inch of relief.
Unit 2 - Unit description (Thickness = 1 foot): Sandstone: non-resistant: light olive gray
(SY 5/2) to dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered; dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), -fresh; thinly
laminated to laminated; three normal graded beds grading from medium to very fine sand; moderately
well sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, and lithic grains; very fine- and fine-grained sandstone
exhibits flame structure.
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Interval (feet)

Description

Contact: Unit 2/Unit 1: gradational but weathering makes it appear sharp and plauar.
Unit 1 - Unit description (Thickness 67 feet): Sandstone: variable characteristics throughout
unit: init is defined by the limits of a shear zone which makes bedding indistinguishable.
67-45

Sandstone: resistant: mottled light olive gray (SY 6/1), weathered; moderate olive
gray (5Y 4/2), fresh: no bedding apparent due to shearing; multiple grain sizes
from very fine to very coarse sand with the dominant size being medium to coarse
sand; moderately well sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, muscovte, biotite,
and lithic fragments; at 58-57 two localized six inch normal graded beds grading
from medhim to very fine sand with the very fine sand exhibiting flames with
1.25 inch amplitude and 1. S inch wavelength; lower contact is a sharp and planar
surface which appears to be a bedding plane fault across which there has been no
change in section thickness.

45-0

Sandstone and sandstone boulder rubble; non-resistant: varicolored from blackish
red (SR 2/2) to medium dark gray (N4), weathered; varicolored but moderate
yellowish brown (1OYR 5/4) is dominant color fresh: no bedding apparent due to
shearing and sandstone rubble; multiple grain sizes from fine sand tO pebbly sand;
sorting and angularity vary; dominantly quartz and feldspar.

Contact at G: Water level inthe Inlet but sandstone is visible under water as far as 15 feet
offshore.

Initial point (C, Plate 1) is the waterline at a low tide of one foot on the eastern margin of the
prominent point east of North Cove of Thetis Island. Bearings from the initial point to the high water
lines on the northern tip of Fraser Point and the western edge of Ragged Islet are N. 76 W. and

N. 27 W., respectively. Attitude is N. 33°W., 48° S.W. proceed S. 57 W. upsection,
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MEASURED SECTION I-J, NORTHUMBERLAND AND GEOFFREY FORMATIONS

Section I-J, encompassing the upper Northumberland and the lower Geoffrey Formations, was
measured along a part of the southwest coastline of Kuper Island extending from approximately 650 feet
east of Active Point to approximately 1, 300 feet south of the point. The section was measured to
provide a comparison of formational Intertonguing with a similar section (Appendix D) at North Cove
of Thetis Island, therefore lithologic descriptions are not as detailed as in section G-H (Appendix D),
Section !-J consists of two sandstone tongues of the Geoffrey Formation and two mudstone and sandstone
tongues of the Northumberland Formation as compared with five tongues each at North Cove,

Terminal point (J, Plate 1) is within the main member of the Geoffrey Formation (K 2)where a
fault zone disrupts the stratigraphic sequence, The terminal point is at the northern edge o the fault
zone, approximately 1,300 feet south of Active Point along the southwest coast of Kuper Island,
Bearing from the terminal point to the navigation light on Alarm Rock is N. 65 W.
Interval (feet)

Description

Geoffrey Formation, Main Member (Kg2) (Thickness=9 1 feet). Unit description: sandstones:
resistant rib- and cliff-formers: dusky yellowish gray (5Y 6/2), weathered; yellowish gray (5Y 7/2),
fresh: thin Jaminae show on weathered surfaces, otherwise appears very thick bedded; dominantly
medium-grained sand but also contains less resistant fine- and very fine-grained sand; moderately well
sorted; subangular quartz, feldspar, mica, and minor lithic fragments.

91-54

Sandstone as in unit description with local thin interbeds of siltstone and mudstone;
numerous calcareous sandstone concretions which are more resistant to weathering
than surrounding sandstone; concretions of varying shapes but usually spheres up to
18 inches in diameter.

54-47

Covered by mud and gravel beach. At 47 offset 75 feet southeast along strike to
avoid water.

47-38

Sandstone as in unit description: numerous calcareous sandstone concretions
averaging eight inches in diameter; concretions more reSistant to weathering than
surrounding sandstone; lower contact sharp and gently undulating with less than
two inches of relief.

38-33

Dominantly covemed by beach gravels but isolated outcrops along strike indicate
interval is interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone: non-resistant: lower
contact gradational. At 33 offset 100 feet southeast along strike to avoid water.

33-0

Sandstone as in unit description: in the spray zone honeycomb weathering produces
a waffle-like surface.

Contact: Geoffrey Formation, Main Member(K 2)and Northumberland Formation, Tongue 2
(K): sharp and gently undulating with approximatel six inches of relief. Contact is obscured by
sandstone boulders which have fallen from the overlying sandstone,

Northumberland Formation, Tongue 2 (K) (Thickness = 19 feet),
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Description

Interval (feet)
19-6

Repetitively bedded sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone: resistant: consists of
normal graded beds ranging in thickness from one to two feet: contacts between
graded beds are sharp with less than one inch of relief.
Sandstones: resistant: light olive gray (SY 5/2), weathered; medium dark
gray (N4), fresh: where weathered the sandstones are etched showing laminae;
dominantly fine-gralned with numerous mudstone rip-ups; well sorted; rounded to
subrounded quartz and feldspar fragments; sandstone comprises 75% of the interval.
Siltstoxxes: non-resistant: no beds of pure siltstone exist alone, only sandy
and muddy siltstone in the transition zones between sandstones and mudstones.
Mudstones: non-resistant: olive black (5Y 2/1), weathered (wet); medium
gray (N5), fresh: bedding is masked by angular chips of mudstone approximately
one inch in length.

6-0

Covered by beach and shell debris. At 0 attitude is N. 500 W., 11° S

Contact: Northumberland Formation, Tongue 2 (K) and Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 1 (Kgj);
covered.
Geoffrey Formation, Tongue 1 (Kg1) (Thickness = 27 feet).

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: light olive gray (5Y 5/2), weathered and fresh;
weathered surfaces show thin laminae; medium-grained; moderately well sorted;
subangular to subrounded quartz, feldspar, mica, and lithic fragments with zones
of numerous mudstone rip-ups; rip-ups up to one foot in length.

27-0

Contact: Ceoffrey Formation, Tongue 1 (Kgi) and Northumberland Formation, Main Member
(K1): sharp and gently undulating with less than two inches of relief.
Northumberland Formation, Main Member (Kni) (Thickness
132-77

132 feet).

Repetitively bedded sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone: unit as a whole is
resistant except for the intervals of mudstone: consists of normal graded beds
dominantly in the range of 18 inches to two feet in thickness but with much
variation evidenced by individual sandstone and mudstone beds up to Six feet in
thickness; each graded bed has sharp upper and lower contacts.
Sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone characteristics are the same as those

in K2.
77-65

Covered by mud beach.

65-31

Repetitively bedded sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone as at 77.-132: siltstone
does not exist as a pure lithology, only as sandy and muddy Siltstone in the
transition zones between sandstones and mudstones. Representative 10 foot
interval from 47-37 consists of the following sequence:
Sequence:

(m.)

i. Sandstone

12

h. Mudstone

33
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Description

Interval (feet)
g. Sandstone
f. Mudstone .
e. Sandstone
d. Mudstone
c. Sandstone
b Mudstone
a. Sandstone

7
8
12
12

3
9

24

31-12

Covered by mud and beach gravel.

12-0

Sandstone: resistant rib-former: mottled light olive gray (5Y 6/1), weathered;
medium light gray (N6), fresh; uppermost weathered sutface Is thinly laminated
(approximately 15 lamnae per inch); medium-grained, moderately well sorted;
subangular quartz, feldspar, mica, and iron-bearing lithic fragments; upper
laniinae exhibit rib-and-furrow structure.

Contact at I: Within the Northumberland Formation, Main Member (K1); very sharp and almost
planar.
Initial point (I, Plate 1) is .the base of a 12 foot thick sandstone approximately 650 feet east
of Active Pointon the west coast of Kuper Island. Bearings from the initial point to the highest point
on BurcheU Hill and the high water mark on Crescent Point are N. 23 W. and N. 42 W.,
respectively. Attitude Is N. 71° W., 13° S.W., proceed S. 19° W. upsection
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PEBBLE COUNT LITHOLOGIES

'Saip1e
Litho1ogy-

De Courcy
PC 1

Geoffrey

PC 2

PC 6

PC 3

PC 4

PC 5

Chert

51

52

29

47

40

35

Quartzite

25

13

8

15

12

10

4

2

2

5

4

3

Granitic

12

7

15

6

9

13

Andes jte

2

24

31

16

23

28

Basalt

5

2

6

8

4

7

Foliated
metamorphic

1

-

7

-

6

4

-

-

2

3

2

-

Veiquartz

Diorite
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APPENDIX C
MODAL ANALYSES OF SANDSTONE SAMPLES

Kg

K

Kdc

d

mple
Lithology

2S.

38

10

41

16

13

27

43

44

Fealterat1on
Cement

2.0

4.7

2.8

3.2

4,8

2.5

1.5

2.3

1.8

--

--

--

--

--

T

--

--

Mati

6.8

20.0
75.3

12.8

15.8

84.4

1.8
11.1
83,9

79.4

9.8
87.7

7,3
91.2

9.5
88.2

8.8
89.4

36.9

41.7

26.3

26.4

3.0
7,4

1.8

26

43.4
5.0
3,8

29.4

4,0
3.4

37.5
3.6
6.5

35.9

4.4
4.6

3.4
2.3

5.0
2.4

20.1
8.1

36.9
9.3

35.6

31.5

25.8

9.7

12.6

32.1
5.3

45.2

9,1

36.9
7.6

38.8
10.6

4.6

3.8

3.0

8.5

3.6

12.2

7.5

T

--

T

--

16.4
T

13.4
T

3,1

0.7

0.8
0.6
0.6

T
T

--

T

6.4

2.4

Framework

Stable grains
q1artz

poly-xquartz
chert
Feldspars
plag
K-spar

Rock fragments
volcanic

metamorphic
plutonic
sedimentary

91.2

49,0
7.1

T
1.8

T
T

T

1.0

2.9

1.0

1.2

T

---

--

1.1

T

Mica

3.7

Porolty

T

Others

--

--

--

1.3
1.0

8.2

4.4

2.5
1.0

1,5

1.8

--

--

--

0.6

1.0

T

-

-T

T

